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Orlando
Magic
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charged with
child
molestation
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YWCA Jordan Park Child
Development Center
Celebrates Six
Graduates--------------------

Human Side Of HOPE
VI; Helping 350
People--------------------

The John-John Team
Puts ‘Grits' On The Table
Juan Miranda, Public Housing Specialist for HUD;
Sylvia Costello, Executive Director of Partners in Self
Sufficiency; Sheryl Williams, Director of Programs
for Partners in Self Sufficiency; Darrell Irions,
Executive Director of St. Petersburg Housing
Authority
photo by Rassi

John Kerry

John Edwards

by Bill Alexander
Democratic political
consultant Donna Brazile
calls the addition of John
Edwards to the John Kerry
campaign ticket akin to
putting "a little grits on our
plate."
While Edwards did not

when he was running
against Kerry in the state
presidential primaries.
During the primary
campaign, Edwards spoke
for affirmative action and
against the Bush adminis
tration judicial appoint
ments such as Charles
Pickering, who was labeled
a racist by his critics. He
has also supported efforts
to ban racial profiling prac
tices in law enforcement such as "driving while
black."
Brazil tells Bet.com
that Edwards "opens up a
whole new dialogue in the
campaign that focuses on
jobs, poverty and health
care." She says these areas
have generally been forgot
ten in a campaign dominat
ed by two rich candidates
who seemed to be focused
on the problems of the
wealthy and the wealthiest.
"Edwards is the grandson
of a sharecropper, many
African Americans can
relate to that," says Brazil.
"Edwards," she says, "now
puts the South - with all
those African American
votes - in play for the
Democrats.

command

the

endorse

ments of the A-list 'Of
African American politi
cians and movie celebri
ties, Brazile and others
have jumped on the JohnJohn bandwagon by laud
ing his selection because,
they say, he is a man con
cerned about issues that
resonate in Black commu
nities nationwide.
"He has a sensitivity to
the needs of Blacks,"
Durham (N.C.) Mayor
William Bell tells Bet.com.
"He’s not afraid to address
the issues facing Black
America."
Adds Bell:
"He’s
acutely aware of the issues
facing African Americans
like education and health
care." Bell, along with
North Carolina Congress
men Melvin Watt and
Frank Ballance, were orig
inal supporters of Edwards
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bv Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG In a rite of passage, the six
members of the class of
2004, dressed in royal blue
gowns with mortarboards
teetering on their heads,
accepted their diplomas
along with a hug from the
woman who kneeled to em
brace each child.
But first the smiling
youngsters delighted ap
proximately 70 of their
family, friends and volun
teers with their joyous per
formance of songs they had
learned, including the
familiar "ABC Song" along
with its modem version
titled "ABC Rock Song."
Although the gradua
tion exercise for the Pre-K
class at the YWCA Jordan
Park Child Development
Center last week was light
hearted, beneath the fun
was evidence of serious
learning. Along with the
Pre-K class, members of
the two-year-old and threeyear-old class performed
for the audience. They sang
songs that demonstrated
their ability to count and
knowledge of the alphabet,
among other things they
had learned.
Peggy Sanchez Mills,
CEO for the YWCA, invit
ed the audience to drop in
any afternoon and see the
joy of the kids learning
with center director Char
lene Billue on the floor
singing along with them.
"These kids know the
words," Mills said.
One of their goals is to
help children enjoy art and
"instill a love of music" at a
young age that will stay
with them throughout their
lives, Mills said.
However, there is
another reason for using
songs to teach.

• Sharmonte Polhill is thrilled to receive his diploma.
Using songs to teach
means the children had no
idea "they were learning,
painless learning," Billue
said. A poem printed on the
back of the program that
ended with "School is over,
summer's here, but learning
never ends," emphasized
the importance of knowl
edge.
The pre-school oper
ates on a sliding fee scale
depending on a parent's
income, stresses parental
involvement and relies on
volunteers. Surprisingly,
many of those volunteers
have no children at the
Center.
One volunteer began
when her nephew attended
for three years and "just
kept going when he left,"
said Sherida Haugabook.
There seems to be a
pattern to involvement.
Parent Jocelyn Paschal at
tended the Center for about
four years when she was a
child living in Jordan Park
and said she chose the
Center for her son because
she was "familiar with the
atmosphere," it was close
and she liked the hours it
was open. Her son used to
cry when she left him with
babysitters before she be
gan taking him to the

YWCA Jordan Park.
"Most kids cry when
you leave them. My son
cries when it's time to go
home," Paschal said. "This
is his first school experi
ence."
Another parent, Loretta
Polhill, said her sister told
her about the Center four
years ago, and she brought
her daughter here. "They
teach the children," and
this is a pre-school she
would recommend "anyone
bring their children to."
Coordinated
Child
Care has given the facility
a rating of 100 percent,
Billue said, and added that
they stress parental in
volvement and have space
available for more chil
dren. Billue taught for five
years before being promot
ed to director in February.
Next year the pre
school expects a grant to
fund a new curriculum for
early literacy. The reading
readiness program will
give the kids a small vo
cabulary of about 20 words
they know by sight so they
can read a little and build
on that. This will help the
kids "feel good about them
selves,"
said
Bonnie
Touchton, director of child
care services for the

YWCA. "It will help get
the kids ready to go to
school."
They honored the vol
unteers and donors who
had provided their time or
other resources to the
YWCA Jordan Park CDC.
Mills stated that with nine
area centers under the
YWCA banner, they have
broad support in many
neighborhoods but could
use help funding a new
library and new play cen
ter.
Touchton emphasized
that the "W" in YWCA
stands for women, and the
organization began in 1865
to help provide services for
women and their famihes.
They began by providing
child care and shelter for
homeless women and fami
hes and still do. But what is
the real key is how an
organization begun in the
mid-19th century succeeds
in drawing people to it and
being relevant in the dawn
of the 2lst century.
Perhaps the answer lies
in the words of "The World
is a Rainbow" - that all 27
of the pre-schoolers sang
with eyes sparkling: "you
be you and I'll be me."

There’s A Reason To Read Tfee

by Linda Young
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Money from HOPE VI
rebuilt Jordan Park and
sparked critical re-develop
ment of 22nd St. S., but
what mattered most was
the effect of empowering
people to follow their
dreams.
That was the message
last Thursday at a dinner
hosted by the St. Peters
burg Housing Authority for
partners and participants in
the HOPE VI project.
The money that poured
into the area resulted in
rebuilding Jordan Park
public housing after the
original outdated housing
was destroyed. There is a
planned conversion of the
old recreation center build
ing into the Dr. Carter G.
Woodson Museum, the
Royal Theater was refur
bished and the Center for
Achievement built in what
is referred to as the "bricks
and mortar" portion of the
project.
But the dinner was
about the "human side of
HOPE VI and helping 350
people," said Sheryl Wil
liams, director of programs
at Partners in Self-Suffi
ciency (PSS).
In a thank you letter
printed in the program, Ex
ecutive Director of St.
Petersburg Housing Au
thority, Darrell Irions
wrote about the human
portion of the project.
Irions noted that beyond
"the bricks and mortar"
there were "intangible
changes, community part
nerships and opportunities"
that they believe will have
an impact on lives into the
future.
The emphasis in the
HOPE VI project was in
creating self-sufficiency
for the people involved,
empowering them to hope
and dream and to pursue
those dreams to of a
brighter future.
Paul Yingst said that he
served on the Board of
Commissioners in 1997
when the HOPE VI project
was getting underway, and
many people felt that it

would never happen, but
he "never really had any
doubt."
The problem was that
other places like Jordan
Park were tom down and
the "promises never came
completely true," so people
feared that Jordan Park
would not be rebuilt,
Yingst said. "We would
have fought very hard if it
hadn't."
Continuing with the
theme of self-sufficiency,
Yingst noted that the City
has over 100 neighborhood
associations, and he would
like to see Jordan Park join
a nearby association or
form one of their own. "It's
a way of looking after each
other and after your' com
munity," Yingst said.
Looking out for each
other was at the core of the
partnerships that nearly
every speaker or partici
pant credited with the suc
cess of the HOPE VI proj
ect in helping people.
The project used Part
ners in Self-Sufficiency
(PSS) to locate original oc
cupants of Jordan Park in
2002. Williams said they
located 351 of the original
364 HOPE VI residents.
Many of them wanted help
and participated, and new
residents of Jordan Park
were included as well.
The project used these
partnerships to provide
people with anything from
education to job training to
day care. Among the
achievements are 50 peo
ple began work on their
GED (seven finished so
far) and 86 people obtained
full time employment in
their field. Many people
received certification in
their field of employment
or for a new field and one
person became a homeowner.
"What we do is em
power people to empower
themselves. We take them
by the hand and show them
what to do and they do the
rest," said Juan Miranda,
Public Housing Specialist
for the HUD Miami Field
Office.

HOPE
continued on pg. 5
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Tragedy...And... Victory
bv Bemice Powell Jackson
Two stories of young
African American men.
Two very different stories
of young African American
men in Cleveland. So simi
lar and yet so different.
They happened in Cleve
land, but they could have
happened in Baltimore or
Compton or Miami.
The earliest news re
ports were shocking enough. A Cleveland Catho
lic high school football star
shot dead on the street one
night. But then even more
shocking: it seemed that
this young man, along with
two other of his teammates,
including one named
Ohio's Mr. Football, had
botched a robbery attempt
and was shot. It seems that
they had used a toy gun in
a robbery attempt, only to
be shot by the victim, who
had a real gun. Three
young men who were char
acterized as being polite
and mannerly by their
neighbors and who were

successful athletes in a
school which had stayed in
the inner city as others fled.
But three young men who
had felt the need to prove
their manhood on the
streets and who had lost in
the game of life? One dead,
two facing prison sen
tences.
What could have made
them do this? How were
they lost, even as a com
munity of educators had
surrounded them with pos
sibilities of futures which
many in their neighbor
hoods could never even
dream about? How had
family and school and
community failed these
young men?
The story of what hap
pened that night on the
streets of Cleveland has
gnawed at me for the past
two months. Such a tragic
outcome for a night of fool
ishness. Or such a tragic
outcome for three more
young, gifted and black
men but symptomatic of a

whole generation which we
are in danger of losing.
What does it mean for the
African American commu
nity that there are more
young black men in prison
than in college? What does
it mean for our nation?
But then another story.
Another story of young
African American men
from Cleveland. A story of
one Cleveland public
school, Martin Luther
King, Jr. High School,
where six of the top ten
graduating students are
African American males.
Six of the top ten students
in the school are young
black men!
These six young Afri
can American men face the
same mean streets as the
students in the . robbery
story. One who was nearly
shot to death himself and
whose best friend is still
paralyzed from an incident
nearly three years ago. A
second who lost his mother
in the 7th grade, only to

lose his heartbroken father
a few months later and now
lives in a foster home. A
third who was expected to
follow in the footsteps of
the murderers and drug
dealers he grew up around
and who was told at his
kindergarten graduation
that would be his last one.
A fourth who became so
depressed by the death of
the only positive male role
model in his life that he
almost dropped out in the
8th grade. Yet these young
men, and two others, in
cluding the class valedicto
rian and salutatorian, are
six of the top ten students
in their class. And they're
all going to college this
faU.
Amazing. Amazing be
cause the world tells young
African American men that
they cannot succeed scho
lastically and all too many
of our young men have
bought into that myth.
Amazing because the
world has put up so many

barriers that for these
young men to succeed they
must jump higher and
longer and farther than any
of their peers. Amazing
because the statistics tell us
that young African Ameri
can women are getting it are getting the education
and moving forward with
their lives while young
black men are being left
behind.
What is the difference
in these two stories with
similar beginnings, but
such different endings? I
don't know all of the an
swer because I don't know
all of the tragic stories of
the young men involved in
the shooting. But I do
know that the young men
who graduated all had one
thing in common - an Afri
can American male role
model there at the school
who cared. And it wasn't a
teacher or administrator - it
was a security guard. A
security guard who created
a program to help the

young men at the school
succeed in life and who
walks the walk with the
students week after week
and year after year.
I do know that thou
sands of young African
American men desperately
need that same kind of role
model if they are to be
saved from the fates of the
students caught up in the
robbery attempt. I wonder
where are the men of char
acter, of integrity, of hon
esty, of responsibility who
are willing to take on this
role? When are they going
to start? Will it be too late?
Bemice Powell Jackson
is the executive minister of the
Justice and Witness Ministries
of the United Church of Christ
and serves as one of the five
officers of the denomination.
She has been an activist on
behalf of civil rights, women's
rights and human rights
issues around the world for
more than a quarter of a cen
tury.

Good for Business, Bad for the People
by Daniel Patrick Welch
It's funny. I'd seen all
this stuff before—I mean it
isn't as if there was any
thing really new here for
anyone who's been paying
attention for the past few
years. And yet, I cried.
Maybe it's the deprogram
ming of having at least
some of what we've seen
replayed with any decent
focus for One Brief Shin
ing Moment, beyond the
self-imposed straitjacket of
a docile and dangerously
inept US press. Maybe it's
just the oxygen given to all
those impulses so many of
us have kept in check, all
those shoots of anger, sad
ness and embarrassment
blossoming into full blown
consciousness.
My own thought pro
cess in response to Michael
Moore's new film reminded
me of one of those dessicated sponges you put in
water-a few hours later and
voila: your tiny piece of
foam has bloated into a frill
blown fish, or frog, or palm
tree ten times its original
size. Or maybe like open
ing an archive, unzipping a
million saved files at once.
My brain fairly exploded
with repressed anger going
back to the Florida recount
disaster: things I had
known in much more detail
before. Moore scratched the
surface again and brought
it all flooding back.
In fact, as soon as we
got home, my wife and I
started searching through
old folders of emails from
that period tucked away,
too important to throw
away, yet too disheartening
to face on a more regular
basis. This is the potential
power of Fahrenheit 9/11:
rousing
the
natural,
inevitable rage against the
machine of war, lies and

Throwing filmmaker Michael Moore in the mix
makes for an interesting election year
fabricated videotape. Of
course, many people will
be exposed to new (for
them) truths or aspects of
the current crisis they
haven't fully
thought
through. But more, "I sus
pect, will be nudged into
acknowledging nagging
feelings that something is
terribly wrong in this coun
try, feelings they have been
harboring but afraid to
express.
What Moore does is let
the cat out of the bag, so to
speak. When we left the
theater, there was a crowd
of young aspiring journal
ists waiting to ask our
impressions of the film.
One young man in front of
us was a bit evasive, simply
offering that it was "mostly
stuff he had known all
along, but maybe people
will start to wake up." As
he walked away, one of our
crowd recognized him
from high school. "Hey,
isn't that so-and-so? His
father died in the military,
right? And he just got out
from a four-year stint."

It is this level penetra
tion that is familiar, yet still
surprising. Since even
Republicans are bolting left
and right from the sinking,
stinking ship that is the
Bush administration, it
stands to reason that the
defection goes more than
skin deep. Still, it is grati
fying to see that the disaf
fection with "The Way
Things Are" affects such a
broad swath, from soldiers
in Iraq to unemployed
workers in Michigan and
elsewhere.
Of course, I was wary,
as usual, that I would wind
up hating something so
overhyped. But I was
pleasantly surprised at how
moved I was by this film.
Yes, Moore resorts to his
tired old frumpy-schmuck
tactics of ambushing tar
gets and coming away the
rejected loser who is, after
all, only looking for the
truth. But it is hilarious
watching congresspeople
scurry away from him like
cockroaches in the sun as
he tries to enlist their ruling

class kids-made especiaUy
poignant by the marine at
his side, who would rather
risk jail time than go back
to Iraq "to kill other poor
people."
In fact, one of the more
didactic subplots of the
film, in which Moore pain
stakingly foUows the trans
formation of a military
mother who, early on, pro
claims herself a 'conserva
tive democrat,' is also the
most moving, probably
because Moore eschews his
earlier guerilla theater
instincts and lets the drama
play out. Mining the dra
matic gold of this mother
reading her dead son's Last
Letter Home may be
Moore's stock and trade,
but there were few dry eyes
in the theater (mine not
among them).
It may be a bit discom
fiting for astute American
viewers to find themselves
more focused on—and per
haps more moved by—this
woman's plight than of ear
lier shots of Iraqi civilian
dead. Moore does create
the echo of mourning par
ents in each country, the
plaintive Iraqi mother's
cries to Allah: "what did he
do? Why did he have to
die?" Michael Pederson's
mother eerily refracts this
plaint, calling on Jesus to
help her and questioning
"why did they have to take
him? He was a good kid!"
This brilliant parallel
makes the transformation
one Moore apparently
hopes domestic viewers
can identify with: seeing
this mother, wracked with
grief, after a confrontation
with some brain-dead loser
who accuses her of "stag
ing" her son's death at an
antiwar display outside the
white house. In fury and
self-blame, she laments

that, "People think they
know, but they don't. I
thought I knew, but I didn't
know." Then her legs seem
to buckle under her as she
cries out with a mother's
grief: "I need my son!"
while Moore's probing yet
tender camera keeps run
ning, helpless, distant, par
alyzed by the same realiza
tions.
It is rousing the US
public out of this paralysis
that may be the chief goal
and result of this film, as
tall an order as that may
seem. It fairly bums to see
the puffy red face of Jim
Baker from Florida 2000,
the oil-greased slide of
power, death and war prof
its that motivates these bas
tards, the total contempt for
the poor and working-class
kids they snare in relent
less, targeted recruiting
shams-all while yucking it
up with the "haves and
have-mores,” what Bush
loathsomely refers to in
one of his scripted, awk
ward, podium-joke deliver
ies: "Some people call this
the elite-I call it my base!"
But more importantly,
even while focusing on
what a jackass Bush is—
hey, it's funny—Moore
manages to delve deeper
than his ill-conceived
fawning over War Hero
Clark last Spring would
imply. In particular, the
Democrats take the pasting
they deserve for the abys
mal fact that not a single
Senator would come to the
aid of the Congressional
Black Caucus in officially
protesting the 2000 elec
tion. Deftly, Moore is able
to tie this spineless moral
failure in with an even
more criminally immoral
system where salivating
recruiters hunt down (there
is no other word for it, as

the footage makes clear)
brown and poor kids to
fight the wars of the rich.
The disingenuousness of
the "opposition" party is
laid bare, despite a few
important interviews from
members of congress fight
ing the good fight, as the
consummate corporate asskisser it is, too addicted to
campaign cash to effective
ly oppose the president's
march to war. War is, as
one eager potential profi
teer sheepishly concedes
on film, "good for business,
bad for the people."
Enraged and ashamed
(hopefully), the audiences
at Moore's film can indeed
rise up if they seize the
opportunity, throwing off
the bullshit-encrusted man
tra that "we are stuck in
Iraq," along with the sham
arguments that sold a pack
of war crimes disguised as
"liberation." A friend's re
action was simple and suc
cinct: "It makes me mad. I
probably should have been
more aggressive with peo
ple at the grocery store, or
people at my old job. You
know, people you just feel
like choking." Is it too late
to turn back the rising tide
of ignorance and budding
fascism? For the sake of
humanity, we have to hope
not.
© 2004 Daniel Patrick
Welch. Writer, singer, linguist
and activist Daniel Patrick
Welch lives and writes in
Salem, Massachusetts, with
his wife, Julia NambalirwaLugudde. Together they run
The Greenhouse School. His
website is at danielpwelch.
com.
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SARASOTA / MANATEE AREA
Florida Appeals Court
Upholds Verdict in Teen's
Manslaughter Case------------------BRADENTON, Fla.
(AP) - An appeals court
has upheld the manslaugh
ter conviction and prison
sentence for a young man
who killed a high school
classmate in a fight three
years ago.
John Acosta was sen
tenced to more than nine
years in prison for killing
James Brier, 16, in an af
ter-school fight in 2001.
Acosta's lawyer, Robert
Barrar said he plans to ask
the 2nd District Court of
Appeal in Lakeland to re
consider its ruling, issued
last week.
Acosta had argued that
Brier's death should have
been ruled an excusable
homicide because it a was
a "freak accident." But the
appeals court said that
Acosta should have known
his actions could kill Brier
and that Acosta hit Brier
when the teen was "totally
unprepared to defend him-

John Acosta was sen
tenced last year to nine
years in prison for
manslaughter.
self' the court wrote.
The court also lament
ed the loss of Brier's life
and Acosta's lost potential,
adding "perhaps the loss
suffered by these two
teenagers and their loved
ones will serve as a re
minder to other teenagers
that fist fights are not an
acceptable extracurricular
activity in high school and
that the consequences of

'Ferris Bueller* Principal
Charged With Violating
Probation------------------------

those fights can be perma
nent and long-lasting."
Acosta's
attorneys
have been challenging the
manslaughter charge since
his first trial in Bradenton,
which ended with a dead
locked jury. In February
2003 a Pinellas County
jury convicted Acosta,
now 20.
The victim's grand
mother, Leona Chambers,
said the higher court's
decision proves Acosta is
getting what he deserves.
"I am happy that he
has to serve his time and
hopefully he will use this
time to reflect on what he's
done with his life so far,"
Chambers said. "I don't
know that there's ever any
real closure because James
is always in my heart, but
at least it looks like there
will be no more trials, no
more having to relive it
again."

SARASOTA,
Fla.
(AP) - Actor Jeffrey Jones,
best known for playing the
high school principal in
"Ferris Bueller's Day Off,"
is facing charges he did not
comply with the terms of
his probation as a sexual
offender.
Jones, 57, pleaded no
contest last year to a felony
charge of employing a 14year-old boy to pose for
sexually explicit photos.
He was sentenced to five
years probation, plus or
dered to register as a sex
offender.
Jones registered the
address he was living at
last year, but moved from
that apartment in March
and did not re-register, of
ficials said. Sexual offen
ders are required to notify
authorities within 48 hours
after they move from a
registered address.
He was arrested last

Actor Jeffrey Jones
week and charged with
failing to register as a sex
ual offender, a felony. He
was released later that day
on $1,000 and is due back
in court Aug. 6, according
to arrest records.
A telephone number
listed to a Jeffrey Jones in
Sarasota rang unanswered
last Saturday.
Jones also appeared in
the new HBO series
"Deadwood" and numer
ous films.
He was arrested in No
vember 2002 after a 12month investigation that

Paul Reubens is best
known as Pee-wee
Herman
also resulted in the arrest
of actor Paul Reubens,
who is best known for the
character Pee-wee Her
man.
Earlier this year, Reu
bens pleaded guilty to a
misdemeanor obscenity
charge and acknowledged
he possessed 170 photo
graphs of minors engaged
in sexual conduct. He was
sentenced to three years
probation and was ordered
to register as a sexual
offender.

Access Sarasota TV-19 Wins Telly Award for History Program
Sarasota County Go
vernment’s cable television
station, Access Sarasota
TV-19, recently won the
prestigious Telly Award for
its documentary production
"Reflections: A History of
Sarasota County."
The Telly Award is a
national award honoring

outstanding local, regional,
and cable TV commercials
and programs, as well as
video and film productions.
Telly Awards annually
showcase the best work of
advertising agencies, pro
duction companies, televi
sion stations, cable opera
tors and corporate video

departments.
"Reflections: A History
of Sarasota County" fea
tures historical archive
photographs of Sarasota
County’s rich history and
heritage and traces the his
tory of the area from the
earliest known residents
and challenges viewers to

remember and protect
Sarasota County’s cultural
heritage.
The documentary pro
duced for Gulf Coast He
ritage Association was
made possible by grants
from the William G. Selby
and Marie Selby Founda
tion and the State of Flor-

ida, Division of Historical
Resources.
The 50-minute pro
gram is broadcast on Ac
cess Sarasota TV-19 Satur
days at 9 p.m. Access Sar
asota TV-19 is available to
Comcast Cablevision sub
scribers on Channel 19 or
the county's Web site:

www.scgov.net. Copies of
the documentary are also
available at Sarasota Coun
ty Libraries.
For more information,
call
(941)
861-TV19
(8819).

Nokomis Sidewalk
Project to Help
Children Reach
Community Center
The popular Nokomis
Community Center will
soon become easier to
reach with the construction
of much-needed sidewalks
in the area of Nippino
Trail, Nash Avenue and
Osceola Drive.
The $270,000 project,
funded with federal Com
munity
Development
Block Grant (CDBG)
money, was initiated in
2000 to meet the needs of
pedestrians,
especially
children, who use the com
munity center for various
recreational and education
al activities. The streets in
the area are narrow, which
often forces pedestrians to
walk on the pavement, cre
ating unsafe conditions.
In June, the Board of
County Commissioners
awarded the construction
contract to McLeod Land
Services Inc. of Sarasota,
to build 2,000 feet of 5foot-wide sidewalks along
the north side of Nippino
Trail between Martha Lane
and Nash Avenue; on the
south side of Nippino Trail
from the community center
to Colonia Lane; on the
west side of Nash Avenue
from Nippino Trail to
Colonia Lane; and on the
east side of Osceola Drive
from Colonia Lane to the

community center. Con
struction, which will start
Tuesday, July 6, is being
expedited to minimize dis
ruption and should be
complete in October.
The work also in
cludes improvements in
drainage by installing
pipes from Nash Avenue to
Martha Lane. There will
also be some minor con
struction on Nash Avenue
itself to aid construction of
the sidewalk. And Osceola
Drive will be shifted
slightly in its right of way
to make room for the side
walk.
Most of the work on
the project will take place
off the street so traffic will
not be affected. There may
be some temporary lane
closures for a day at a time
during some of the later
drainage work.
The project was initi
ated through Sarasota
County Planning and De
velopment Services, which
administers CDBG fund
ing. Public Works took
over some of the technical
aspects of design and will
manage the project's con
struction. For more information, call Public Works
Project Manager Gary
Downing at (941) 8610878.

COMMUNITY BRIEFS
Bearing-Point Looks
for Respondents to
Nursing Home Study

Community Health Services
Programs------------------------------The Coalition for a
Safe and Drug-Free St.
Petersburg, Inc. announces
its Community Health
Services
Programs.
Services currently provid
ed by the Coalition are:
HIV/AIDS, STD, TB and
Hepatitis Education; also,
community education pre
sentations.
Free HTV testing serv
ices are available, along
with substance abuse pre
vention services. The
Coalition is a training insti
tute where “Train-the-

Trainer” sessions are held.
For additional infor
mation, please call Rene
Flowers, vice president of
Health/Youth Services, at
(727) 823-1885, ext. 227.
You may write to the
Coalition regarding these
services offered, at P. O.
Box 1273, St. Petersburg,
FL 33731.
The Coalition and its
services are funded by the
Florida Department of
Health.

Bearing-Point and the
Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services are con
ducting a survey concern
ing the Nursing Home
Quality Initiative. The goal
is to further improve the
quality of care provided to
nursing home residents.
Respondents will be
paid $25 for their partici
pation in a 20 minute tele-

“Learn to Meditate”
Workshop----------------

Rene Flowers

Pinellas County Health Department
Offers Free Back-to-School Dental
liere’s an opportunity
for parents to send their
children to school with a
smile! Just in time for the
back-to-school season, the
Pinellas County Health
Department will offer free
dental exams and x-rays to
make sure children are in
good dental health.
Free dental exams for
children ages 1-18 will be
offered between the hours
of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
(closed noon - 1 p.m.) as
follows:
• Tuesday, July 20 Clearwater Health Center,
310 N. Myrtle Ave. (4695800, ext. 121)
• Wednesday, July 21 Largo Health Center,
12420 - 130 Ave. N. (588-

4040, ext. 129)
• Thursday, July 22 St. Petersburg Health
Center, 205 Dr. M. L. King
St. N. (824-6975)
• Friday, July 23 Pinellas
Park
Health
Center, 6350 - 76 Ave. N.
(547-7780, ext. 103)
Last year, more than
300 children were seen
during the “Back-toSchool Special.” The
health department provides
this free opportunity once a
year. No appointment is
necessary. A parent or
guardian must accompany
the child.
For more information,
parents/guardians should
contact the health center
nearest them.

dents and visitors through
public and private commu
nity efforts.

The mission of the
Pinellas County Health
Department is to provide,
protect and improve the
health and safety of resi

phone questionnaire. In
order to be eligible, re
spondents must be helping
a loved one 65 or older,
covered by Medicare and/
or Medicaid, find a nursing
home.
If you believe you
might fit the qualifications,
please call 1-800-6393705 toU free.

“Leam To Meditate” is
a free workshop series in
meditation. This down-toearth approach to medita
tion will offer simple and
effective techniques to
help you to: quiet and
focus the mind, open the
heart, discover abiding joy,
achieve your goals and
establish a daily medita
tion routine.

The workshop series
will be held Saturday
mornings, July 10, 17 and
24, from 10 a.m. - 12:30
p.m., at the St. Pete
Library, 3745 Ninth Ave.
N. As these classes are
consecutive, it is best to
attend the first one.
For registration, call
(727) 725-0013.

Help Them Out--------The YWCA Family
ViUage Housing Program
provides family support,
emergency shelter and
transitional housing for
families that are homeless.
With the children be
ing out of school for the
summer, more meals will
be prepared on-site by our
families. The Housing
Program’s need fqr addi
tional donations of nonperishable items includes:
canned food, rice, noodles,
pasta and sauce, peanut
butter and jelly, and crack
ers. Perishable foods in
clude vegetables, fruits
and meats. These items
are desperately needed!

Also needed are paper
goods and cleaning prod
ucts. Ongoing needs in
clude children’s clothing,
toys (in good condition,
please), books, computer
games, and new school
supplies.
After school tutors and
recreational leaders are
also needed.
The Family Village is
located at 429 6th Ave. S.
in St. Petersburg. Please
call Judy Wood, Vice Pre
sident of Community Re
lations for the YWCA at
(727) 461-2997 ext. 22 to
help or for more informa
tion.
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TAMPA BAY AREA
THIS & THAT

Representative Frank Peterman Looks Forward to
Third Legistative Term Unopposed--------------- ----------

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
AGAIN
Our family chain is
broken, and nothing seems
the same, but as God calls
us one by one, the chaiji
will link again.
As you are reading
this, I am at my brother’s
funeral in Washington,
N.C. Ellis Thompson’s
funeral
service
is
Thursday, July 8. He
expired July 1, after a long
painful illness.
Thanks to all who

prayed for him, and please
continue to pray for my
other
brother,
Rufus
Thompson, who is still
very, very sick here at
home in our town, and my
sister, Helen Woodard.
I hope to return home
on Monday, July 12, and
my next column will
appear as soon as possible.
***
Until Then,

ST. PETERSBURG On Tuesday, June 22, Rep.
Frank Peterman, Jr. was
honored at a reception
hosted by the law office of

STAYLOOSE!

YWCA Recognizes
Outstanding Young
Women with Awards
Program-------------------PINELLAS COUNTY
- On Thursday, June 3,
forty-eight young women
from all over Pinellas
County were honored at
the YWCA’s Annual Tri
bute to Young Women’s
Leadership Awards pro
gram. The St. Petersburg
Times returned as Pre
senting Sponsor for 2004.
Nominees were judged
on how they had created a
positive environment sup
portive of girls and/or
women and also how they
had worked to eliminate
prejudice and create an
environment for racial jus
tice. There were three age
categories and each of the
winners received a special
scholarship from Republic
Bank and Progress Energy.
The judges reported
that they had an extremely
difficult time choosing the
winners because of the
incredible leadership dis
played by all the nomi
nees. The panel of judges
this year included Diana
Baker, President and CEO
of United Way of Tampa
Bay; Gloria Campbell,
President of Advantage
Training Systems; Mary
Diez with Progress En
ergy; Sebastian Dortch,
Diversity Officer with the
St. Petersburg Times;
Yolanda Fernandez with
WFLA-TV8; Michele Ranalli, Marketing Director
with Republic Bank,
Jamilou Rosenkrans, Pre
sident of Harley-Davidson
of St. Petersburg; and
Kenneth Welch, Pinellas
County Commissioner.
The YWCA of Tampa
Bay would like to congrat
ulate the following young
women for their accom
plishments in creating pos
itive change in our com
munity through their
endeavors and leadership
roles.
In the 14-15 year old

Malik Cupid, Sen. John Kerry’s campaign coordinator for Pinellas County; Dr. Deborah Flanagan;
Rep. Frank Peterman; Gershom Faulkner, Rep. Peterman’s legistative aide

category, the winner was
Sarah Elizabeth Ogdie for
her work with NCCJ’s
Youth Congress and their
annual campaign, "Use
Your Voice to Eliminate
Hate," her work on the
Principal’s Multi-Cultural
Advisory Committee at St.
Petersburg High School
organizing trainings to
educate the school about
diversity, and her involve
ment with the Gay Straight
Alliance that has expanded
county-wide participation
and support.
The winner in the 1618 year old category was
Louisa D. Powell. Louisa,
a 2004 graduate of St.
Petersburg High School
and winner of the school’s
Outstanding Senior Award,
was also president of the
school’s Spectrum Club
which launched Black
History Month and Culture
Week Celebrations for stu
dents and staff. She is also
president of the NAACP
St. Petersburg’s Branch
Youth Council which or
ganized a youth rally to
encourage youth to speak
out against racism, drugs,
crime and violence.
In the 19-22 year old
category, the winner was
Denise Nicholas, a psy
chology student at USF St.
Petersburg. Denise created
a support group, "Trinity
Angels" for young girls, 812 years of age, living in
the area of her church,
Trinity United Methodist
Church. She introduced
them to volunteerism, dif
ferent cultures, racial toler
ance and the practical
aspects of life.
Each one of our fortyeight nominees was a win
ner in her own right, but
these three young women
were exceptionally out
standing and deserving of
this recognition.

We Welcome Community
News and Related
Pictures

Rouson and Brumley.
This delightful event
took place at the Historic
Mercy Hospital. Friends
gathered
to
support

Peterman as he campaigns
for re-election to the
Florida House of Repre
sentatives.
There was plenty of

Woodson African American
Museum Hosts Its First
Exhibition----------------------------------ST. PETERSBURG - son Museum is expected
The St. Petersburg Hous for late fall.
ing Authority’s (SPHA)
A project of the Di
Carter G. Woodson Muse versity Committee of the
um welcomes visitors to St. Petersburg Bar Associ
view its first exhibition, A ation, the exhibit was cre
Legacy of Courage, Vision ated to advance awareness
and Hope: African Amer 'of the history of African
icans in the Legal Com I Americans in the legal pro
munity in Pinellas County. fession, encourage minori
Because the actual ty studerits to pursue ca
completion of the Wood- reers in the legal profes
son Museum is not expect sion and promote a sense
ed until this fall, and the of accomplishment and
exhibit has a limited avail hope in the community.
ability, the showing will "We are pleased to have
take place at the Johnson this exhibit. It will en
Branch Library,
says hance the knowledge base
SPHA spokesperson Syl of our community giving
Farrell. The library, locat our patrons a sense of local
ed at 1059 l8th Ave. S, African American history,"
will run the display begin states John Witted, branch
ning August 6, in collabo librarian of the Johnson
ration with the St. Peters Branch.
burg Public Library. The
"The exhibition con
exhibit will remain on dis tains rich information
play through Labor Day. about the history of the
Completion of the Wood- legal profession in St.

Petersburg and Pinellas
County. The persons high
lighted in the exhibit were
and are residents and busi
ness owners. It is very
appropriate that this exhib
it will be presented on the
southside of the city,"
states the former Director
of the Dr. Carter G. Woodson African American Mu
seum, Camille Ann Brew
er.
A Legacy of Courage,
Vision and Hope: African
American in the Legal
Community in Pinellas
County will be available to
view Monday through
Wednesday, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
and Thursday through
Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p. m.
For more information,
please contact John Witted
at the Johnson branch Li
brary at (727) 893-7113.
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TAMPA BAY BLACK BUSINESS
INVESTMENT CORPORATION, INC.
Needa Loan for Your African-American-Business?
What is the Tampa Bay Black Business
Investment Corporation (BBIC)?
It is a non-profit corporation estab
lished to assist the development and
growth of African-American owned
businesses in Hillsborough and
Pinellas Counties. The goal of the
BBIC is to help African -American
owned businesses obtain needed capi
tal. The BBIC also administers loan
programs, which are not race specific.
The BBIC since its inception has fund
ed over $7,800,000 in loans.
The BBIC has a number of loan pro
grams;
the following are the most commonly
used:
• Direct Loan program that makes
loans from $5,000 to $20,000;
• Micro Loan program that makes
loans up to $5,000; and
• Loan guarantee program in partner
ship with our investor banks in
which BBIC will guarantee a loan
amount up to 50% or $75,000,
whichever is less.

Where Can I Apply?
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
2105 N. Nebraska Avenue„Tampa, Fl
33602
(813) 274-7925, Fax (813) 274-7927
E-mail: hs7g@ci.tampa.fl.us
PINELLAS COUNTY
Business Development Center
1045 16th Street South, St. Petersburg,
Fl. 33705
(727) 826-5785, Fax (727) 826-5976
E-mail: hs7t@ci.tampa.fl.us

laughter and joy as friends
remembered his humble
beginnings as a council
man, on the St. Petersburg
City Council.

say that they look forward
to Peterman serving them
in public office for years to
come.

Station Changes Set the Stage for Future of Local Public Broadcasting
TAMPA-WUSF Pub
lic Broadcasting recently
announced the launch of
digital television and un
veiled a new logo and identity unifying all WUSF
brands and services to
more than 100 members,
donors, staff and distin
guished guests at a morn
ing event hosted at WUSF
Studios. The June 29
launch of digital television
completes the digital trans
formation of WUSF, which
launched digital radio in
February 2003.
" [This] marks a signif
icant milestone in the his
tory of public broadcasting
at the University of South
Florida," said JoAnn Urof
sky, general manager,
WUSF Public Broad
casting. "WUSF has pro
vided its audiences with
superior services for forty
years. These changes sig
nify our continued com
mitment to our listeners
and viewers."
The new digital tech
nology will include four
channels of digital TV and
HD radio. The four digital
television channels in
clude:
• WUSF-TV/DT - a
digital simulcast of the
regular WUSF-TV pro
gram schedule. To see the
program schedule visit
www.wusf.org.
•
Annenberg/CPB
Channel - a channel airing
programs intended to ad
vance teaching excellence
in American schools. For
more information visit
"She's a very
successful
black woman."

www.leamer.org.
• PBSYou - a channel
dedicated to providing
educational programs for
adult learners. For more
information visit www.
pbsyou.org.
• Florida Knowledge
Network - a channel pro
viding educational pro
gramming for teachers and
students in grades K-12.
For more information visit
www.floridaknowledgenetwork.org.
WUSF digital televi
sion will begin operations
July 1, 2004. HD Radio
and the new WUSF web
site are currently available.
Digital technology enables
listeners and viewers to
experience higher quality
reception and greater pro
gram choice, giving them
the ability to explore new
programs while continuing
to enjoy their favorites.
Audience members with
out digital capabilities will
still be able to view

WUSF-TV through their
analog signal. A complete
program listing is available
at www.wusf.org.
WUSF also launched a
new identity system to
serve as a symbol of
change. The new logo will
offer a single unified brand
image for all WUSF serv
ices. The new identity will
be used with WUSF Public
Broadcasting, WUSF TV,
WUSF 89.7, WUSF.org
and WUSF Enterprises.
"The new logo is a tan
gible symbol of our ongo
ing commitment to serve
our listeners and viewers
better every day," added
Urofsky. "These changes
would not have been possi
ble without the support of
the University of South
Florida, our talented staff,
and most importantly, our
listeners, viewers, mem
bers and business partners,
who have shown support
through their invaluable
contributions."

Job, family, aging parents.
There’s a lot On your plate
these days.
On top of everything else, you realize
your parents could use a Httle extra
help. But this is new territory. Where
do you begin? We’re here to help you
nnd local resources, support services,
and solutions that work for your
folks—and for you. Call our toll-free
number and talk to a real person. Or
visit www.eldercare.gov.
Theres a way for older Americans
and Caregivers to find help.

Together we can staasp
Out prejudice. Xfc only take»
one voice to stake a
difference. Find yours at
sw- f reedlcsacenter ♦ org

■K?!
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Peterman has now
served in the Florida House
of Representatives for two
terms (a total of four years)
and prepares for his third
legislative term. Supporters

WUSF Public Broadcasting
Announces Launch of Digital
Television, New Station
Identity----------------------------------------

Preliminary Application
Name: __________________________
Address: ____________________ __
City, State, Zip: __________________
Telephone number:_____________1
Name of Business:
Name & Title of Officer of Business:
You may be required to provide infor
mation such as: business plan, business
and personal financial statements, busi
ness and personal tax returns and other
information as needed.

Rep. Frank Peterman and Rev. Fred Terry

U FREEDOM CENTER

1-800-677-1116
www.eldercare.aov
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A

elder
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A publtc service of the

CARE

tAS. Administration tm Aging
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Local Track Club
Seeks Help From the
Community for
Sponsorship--------------

"Read and Rise" - Reading Books Build Great Minds,
Urban League Provides Free Reading Books to the
Community-------------------------------------------------------------------

PINELLAS COUN
TY-- In their first season as
a track club, the Running
Soles Youth team have
performed at an outstand
ing level of accomplish
ment. Nineteen of thenathletes have qualified to
compete in 26 events and
are headed to the AAU
Junior Olympics. The
Olympics will be held July
31 - August 7 in Des
Moines, Iowa.
Three Running Soles
athletes traveling to Iowa
are already State champi
ons for Florida: Leon
Tomlison (1500 racewalk),
Jessica Perry (1500 racewalk) and Ashley Sullivan
(80 meter hurdles). Sulli
van will also compete in
the 1500 racewalk and
pentathlon. Athletes will
also be competing in the
following events: Mar
quise Gray (3000 racewalk, 3000 run, 1500 run,
800
run); . Delasha
Williams (shotput and dis
cus); Natasha Sullivan
(3000 racewalk and 4x100
relay);
Jacquel
Gray
(4x100 relay); Jamiya
Green (4x100 relay);

PINELLAS COUNTY- The Pinellas County
Urban League is providing
free reading books to local
pre-school and elementary
aged children through the
national "Read and Rise"
program. This initiative is a
partnership between the
National Urban League
and publishing company,
Scholastic, Incorporated,
which promotes early
childhood learning. The
partnership was garnered
to provide quality-reading
books into the homes of
community children to
help them develop early lit
eracy skills and their inter
est in learning new things
about the world. Donita
Moody, a Pinellas County
schoolteacher and elemen
tary reading coach says that
early childhood learning is
a must. Young children
need early intervention to
develop their thinking, lan
guage, and literacy skills in
order for them to be suc-

Lagarius Walton (1500
racewalk); Ciera Leaks
(1500 racewalk); T’mara
Leaks (1500 racewalk);
Arthur McGruder (tri
athlon and long jump);
Teyia Brown (long jump);
Brianna Brown (4 xlOO
relay); Eric Walker (3000
racewalk); Demetrius Madry (3000 racewalk);
Dominique Madry (3000
racewalk); Jordan Houston
(3000 racewalk), and
Kajira Davis (200 meters
and long jump).
Anthony
Sullivan,
president of the Running
Soles asks for help from
community leaders, corpo
rations, churches, busi
nesses and private donors.
The group is looking to
raise $5,000 to secure
transportation of two vans,
cover gas, hotel arrange
ments, food and registra
tion. Each contributor
would be honored on the
team’s 2005 Running
Soles Youth Track Club Tshirt.
For more information,
please contact Anthony
Sullivan at (727) 8232759.

Urban League President & CEO, James O. Simmons reads to community youth
cessful in school. Moody’s
job is to use scientifically
based reading research
methods to assist teachers

in tailoring individualized
reading plans designed
specifically for struggling
students. "The efforts of

St. Petersburg Rotary
Donates to Local
Ebony Scholars, Sanderlin Center and CASA
benefit
ST. PETERSBURG - plies,
immunizations,
The Rotary Club of St. clothing and other items
Petersburg announces that for low-income children.
it will make donations of Includes banner recogni
$8,100 to eleven organiza tion of the club at the fair.
tions as part of its commit
• Children’s Dream
ment to serving the com Fund - $1,000 toward
munity. Each year, the making a dream come true
Rotary Club of St. Peters for. a St. Petersburg child.
• Ebony Scholars burg supports many differ
$1,000
to pay for Toast
ent organizations and wor
thy causes. "We are proud masters training for stu
to be able to help these dents chosen as scholars,
organizations," says Pa part of the monthly motitricia Shiflett, Ph.D., Ro vational/mentoring pro
tary Club president. "They gram.
• James Sanderlin
reflect our vision of im
proving the community Center - $800 for materithrough service, and we als/equipment for summer
hope our donations make a camp for 44 children ages
difference in people’s 6-10.
• Happy Workers
lives."
The following dona Children’s Center - $800
tions are based on recom general donation.
• The Gift of Mobility
mendations from the
Projects, Committee, and (Southeastern Guide Dogs)
are generated from the - $200 to help with cost of
interest on the club’s training dogs for place
ment with the blind.
undesignated trust fund:
• Creative Clay - $200
• RotoCleft - $900
awarded earlier to support toward purchase of a van
the work of Rotarians in for its community arts pro
our district traveling to gram for persons with
Peru to perform surgeries developmental and physi
cal challenges.
on children.
• Southeast Asian Re
• Rotary Camp Florida
- $1,000 ongoing support lief - $200 toward heart
of district-supported camp surgery for child in Viet
for children with special nam, part of the St.
Petersburg S.E.A.R. min
needs.
• CASA - $1,000 for istry of Rex Almquist.
For more information
computer and software for
about the Rotary Club of
its Youth Center.
• Junior League of St. St. Petersburg, please call
Petersburg - $1,000 for its 727-822-3277, or visit
annual
Back-to-School www.sprotary.com.
Care Fair providing sup-

Charlie Roberts of St. Petersburg College with Pinellas County
Commissioner Calvin Harris

the Urban League in pro
viding access to interesting
reading material will help
children to become more

prepared for school," said
Moody. Pinellas County
President & CEO, James
O. Simmons, said that pro-

Hope

the most successful HOPE
VI projects and one of the
few that focused exclusive
ly on people in public
housing.
But even the smallest
detail in helping partici
pants to become self-suffi
cient and move out of pub
lic housing was not over
looked. Thus, the usual
large central garbage bins
were banned in favor of
individual containers. It
"encouraged self-sufficien
cy" if each resident had
their own garbage contain
er to take out to the curb as

from front page
Miranda explained that
the $27-million in Federal
money for HOPE VI was
leveraged with the partner
ships. "We want the people
not to be public housing
residents forever."
That is also the pur
pose in having workshops
on finances and buying a
home. They go through
training and buy a house
"now they are a viable
member of society paying
taxes," Miranda said. He
added that this was one of

viding books into the
homes of children makes
for a wonderful opportuni
ty for parent' to teach and
nurture. "It is in these years
that children develop the
basic knowledge, under
standing, and interests they
need to reach the goal of
being successful learners,
readers, and writers," said
Simmons. The Pinellas
County Urban League will
be distributing books at
various locations through
out
Pinellas
County.
Parents
interested
in
obtaining books for their
children may visit the
League’s office at 333 31st Street North, St.
Petersburg or by telephone
at (727) 327-2081. For
additional
information
about the Pinellas County
Urban League programs
and services, please visit
the
website
at
www.pcul.org.

they would in any residen
tial neighborhood, said
Calvin Harris, Pinellas
County Commissioner.
PSS Executive Direc
tor, Sylvia Costello said,
"lives have been touched
and changed" by the part
nerships that "give people a
chance to change their
lives."
"I'm thrilled. Folks that
are trying to better their
lives, that's just a remark
able achievement when
you're coming from a de
pressed area," Irions said.

Class-Action Status Granted
to Suit Over Student
Achievement Gap-----------------ST. PETERSBURG,
Fla. (AP) - Last Friday, a
circuit judge granted classaction status to a 2000 law
suit charging Pinellas
County schools with fail
ing to adequately educate
black students, expanding
the complaint to 21,000
current students and all
black children who will
attend the county's public
schools in the future.
In his order, PinellasPasco Circuit Judge James
Case wrote that the plain
tiffs "have cited an over
abundance of statistical
evidence indicating that
black students are achiev
ing far below white stu
dents in every category."
Within 45 days, Case
will consider a specific
plan for notifying the fam
ilies of all black Pinellas
students of the lawsuit.

The case was filed in
October 2000 on behalf of
William Crowley and his
son Akwete Osoka, who
was then a second-grader
at
Sawgrass
Lake
Elementary School. It
claims the district failed to
narrow the achievement
gap between black and
white students, in violation
of the state Constitution's
equal protection clause,
and asks the district to
craft a solution.
The suit was filed just
a week after a federal
judge approved a settle
ment between the district
and the NAACP Legal
Defense Fund, declaring
the schools discriminationfree and ending a 36-year
federal lawsuit.
The district had also
pledged to address black
students' levels of achieve-

ment.
School district lawyers
argued against class-action
status, saying the each
child's performance may
be based on individual cir
cumstances.
But Case ruled on
Thursday that the suit chal
lenged the system's overall
ability to provide a "highquality" education to black
students, "not how that
system has dealt with a
particular student on an
individual basis."
The plaintiffs' lead
attorney, Guy Bums of
Tampa, called the decision
"a giant step."
Schools superintend
ent Howard Hinesley and
School Board attorney
John Bowen could not be
reached for immediate
comment.
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LEGAL ISSUES
U.N.-Backed Court Alleges
Liberian, Libyan Backing as
First Sierra Leone Rebels Go
on Trial--------------------------------------

Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi (right)
by Clarence Roy-Macaulav
FREETOWN, Sierra
Leone (AP) - Calling it a
"tale of horror," a U.N.sponsored war crimes court
opened the first trials
Monday for rebel military
commanders accused in a
vicious lO-year campaign
for control of diamond-rich
Sierra Leone.
Onlookers in the tight
ly guarded courtroom mut
tered as the court detailed
the allegations in an 18count joint indictment systematic killings, rapes,
enslavement of child sol
diers and mutilation with
machetes.

Prosecutors also de
scribed a network of for
eign backing for the rebels,
including training and
forces ffom Liberia's thenPresident Charles Taylor
and Libyan leader Moam
mar Gadhafi.
"What took place in
Sierra Leone marks the
limits of our language to
communicate, and falls
outside the realm of ex
pression," David Crane, the
American chief prosecutor
for the U.N.-backed court,
said in opening statements.
"This is a tale of hor
ror, beyond the gothic into
the realm of Dante's

Former Liberian
President
Charles Taylor
Inferno," Crane said.
The three former mili
tary commanders of the
Revolutionary
United
Front are accused as the
primary culprits in their
movement's
1991-2002
battle to take control of
Sierra Leone and its dia
mond fields.
Rebels adopted a trade
mark atrocity that made
them notorious: chopping
off the hands, legs, lips,
ears and breasts of their
civilian victims with ma
chetes. Countless maimed
survivors struggle to make
new livings today or inhab
it vocational training
camps set up for the muti
lated.

Two Women Arrested in Murder Spree
Pair linked to four murders
by Ben Bradley
Chicago police think
they have solved a serial
murder spree. They an
nounced the arrests of two
women in connection with
four different murders
spanning several months.
The suspects are 26year-old
Angel
Ford
Wright and Caroline Peo
ples, also 26. The two
women
are
cousins.
They're accused of a serial
killing spree that took them
across the city's South
Side.
It began on May 23
with the death of Jose

Marquez in his apartment
at 7655 South Phillips
Avenue.
Then on June 2,
Kenneth Reddick was shot
and killed in his home at
8202 South Commercial.
Two
weeks
later,

The three accused are
former rebel battlefield
commanders Issa Sesay,
Morris Kallon and Augus
tine Gbao. Sesay was the
rebel's last leader before
the fighting stopped.
The rebels' founder and
longtime leader - Foday
Sankoh, known as 'Pa' to
his often drugged and
drunk child fighters - died
of natural causes in U.N.
custody last year.
Crane made frequent
reference Monday to an
other top indicted figure
outside of court custody _
Taylor, who has been living
in exile in Nigeria, where
he fled on Aug. 11 as rebels
laid siege to the Liberian
capital of Monrovia.

Sierra Leone's war be Leone's mineral wealth, the
gan with a Feb. 27, 1991, prosecutor said.
"Among their goals,
planning session in Gbamga, Liberia, Taylor's base, the diamond fields of east
ern Sierra Leone; and their
Crane alleged.
About 250 Revolu motive _ power, riches and
tionary United Front fight control in furtherance of a
ers launched the invasion joint criminal enterprise
from Liberia, supported by that extended from West
Taylor's forces and Libyan Africa north into the Medi
terranean region and the
special forces, Crane said.
Libya is widely ac Middle East," Crane said.
"Blood diamonds are
cused of training and sup
porting both Taylor and the common thread that
Sankoh as Cold War-era bound them together," the
guerrillas against U.S. prosecutor said. "The rule
interests in West Africa. of the gun was supreme."
Rebels directed most of
Gadhafi was mentioned in
the special court's indict their attacks on civilians,
ments but was not accused aiming to terrorize the pop
ulation, Crane said.
of any crime;
Relatives of victims
All parties were fight
were
among those in the
ing for influence and Sierra

Kelvin Armstrong was
gunned down as he left a
currency exchange on East
75th Street.
Then last Thursday, the
first female victim, an
acquaintance of the sus
pects, was killed in an alley

in the 79-hundred block of
South Shore Drive.
Police say robbery was
the motive for most of the
murders.
"During each of the
robberies there was never
more than $200 taken. That
was the maximum amount.
The least amount was $30,"
said Det. Eileen Heffernan.
Police say Angel Ford
Wright acted as a caregiver
to one of the victims.
Caroline Peoples allegedly
used to date another.
"As far as we could
tell, the victims did not
know each other and as far

as how this came about, the
old-fashioned police inves
tigation techniques going
out talking to people," said
Det. William Filipak.
Police say it is unusual
to have two women ac
cused of masterminding a
killing spree. What is even
more unusual, according to
detectives, is that three of
the four victims were men.
Police say the two
women have confessed on
videotape to their roles in
the four murders.

courtroom Monday. At
times, individuals within
the gallery would sigh as
prosecutors described the
alleged atrocities commit
ted.
The rebel commanders
listened attentively to pros
ecutors' outlining of the
case against them. Defense
lawyers are to speak at sub-

sequent hearings, although
two of the rebel leaders are
asking to deliver their own
opening statements.
Sierra Leone police
men and flak-jacketed U.N.
troops armed with AK-47s
guarded the courtroom.
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2004 Legislative Session
A Report to the People
By
State Senator Lesley "Les" Miller, Jr.
Democratic Leader
Pro Tempore
Committee Assignments:
•

GovernmentaI Oversight and

•

Appropriations

•

Appropriations Subcommittee

Dear Friends:

Productivity, Vice Chairman

First and foremost, I offer my humble thanks for the opportunity to
serve as your Senator during the 2004 Legislative Session.

7

Each Legislative Session, the Florida Senate and the House of Representatives pass their
respective budgets. Once the budgets are passed by each House, they are moved along
to the "Budget Conferees." This group is composed of members from both houses, and
their job is to hammer out a final budget through negotiations.
This year, Senator Pruitt was the Chairman of the Budget Conferees and Senator Les
Miller from Senate District 18 was the Vice Chairman of the Senate Conferees. As Vice
Chair, Senator Miller was a member of each Subcommittee. Miller considered it an honor
to serve on the committee and an even greater honor to be selected as Vice Chairman.
The Conferees where divided up into committees and subcommittees. They where the
Appropriations at Large, the Appropriations Subcommittee on Criminal Justice,
Appropriations Subcommittee on Article Five, Appropriations Subcommittee on Education,
Appropriations Subcommittee on General Government, Appropriations Subcommittee on
Health and Human Services, and the Appropriations Subcommittee on Transportation and
Economic Development.

on Education
•

Banking and Insurance

•

Commerce, Economic
Opportunities, and Consumer
Services

• Communication and PubIic Utilities

As your voice in Tallahassee, I have summed up the 2004
Legislative Session as a difficult one in which lawmakers champi
oned legislation, programs, and projects that will be of great value
to their communities and the State of Florida as a whole.

• Military and Veterans’ Affairs,
Base Protection, and Spaceports
• Ruies and Calendar
• Select Committee on
Constitutional Amendment
Reform
• Legislative Budget Commission
• Legislative Committee on
lntergovernmental Relations

During this difficult session, we did not accomplish all that we
needed to. Many issues will have to be revisited next year. No
Legislator left Tallahassee completely satisfied. We did the best
that we could do considering the circumstances. I personally
sponsored twenty-five bills in the Senate with five of them passing
both houses and being signed into law by the Governor. I also
introduced four resolutions that the Legislature adopted.

District Office:
Suite 302
2109 Palm Ave.
Tampa FL 33605
P.O. Box 5993
Tampa, FL 33675-5993
(813) 272-2831
SunCom 571-2831
FAX (813) 272-2833
Internet Email:
miller.lesley.web® flsenate.gov
Capitol Office:
Room 222
Senate Office Building
404 South Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL
32399-1100
(850) 487-5059

I am always committed to improving the quality of life for all
Floridians by fighting for better education and health care, protect
ing and preserving the environment, creating a society which is
caring and tolerant, improving public service and making our dis
trict and our State a place where all of us are proud to live in.
Finally, as I have said many times since you elected me, effective
representation begins with effective communication, I look forward
to hearing from you. Whether you have a problem with a state
agency, would like information about state laws or bills pending in
the Legislature, or have any other inquires related to state govern
ment, my office is available to serve you. My staff will provide you
with the necessary information, direct you to the proper agency
representatives, troubleshoot and also guide you through various
procedures. My staff and I are committed to helping you in every
way we can. I appreciate your suggestions and invite you to con
tact me to share your opinions.

SunCom 277-5059
FAX (888) 263-7871

Sincerely,

Staff:
Randolph Kinsey
Chief LegisIative Assistant
Wanda Mitchell

During the budget negotiations, Senator Miller and colleagues worked hard and long to try
ing to craft the very best budget that they could within the confines of financial constraints.
Miller is hopeful that the final budget that the conferees agreed upon is inclusive enough to
serve the needs of all Floridians.

BUDGET
The budget is the state's value statement. It dictates the direction our state will take and
should be reflective of the priorities of its people. Despite the fine work of legislators, the
budget passed at the conclusion of the 2004 Legislative Session had many important items
vetoed. With a record $349 million stripped from this budget, leaving it at an estimated
57.3 billion, it has been termed a "responsible budget."
Lawmakers started down the road of making some major changes to improve access to
affordable health insurance. Solutions and reforms to health care plans were offered with
some getting adopted. High-quality, affordable health care is something all Floridians
deserve. However, millions of Floridians are still uninsured, putting Florida in the midst of a
health care crisis.
This new budget significantly pares back the Medically Needy starting in July of 2005,
reducing hospital benefits and leaving just a prescription drug plan. The Medically Needy
will now be faced with new income eligibility requirements, further squeezing out partici
pants who without the help of the State would have no medical care and face the unthink
able. These citizens are the State’s most vulnerable and should not be pawns in the politi
cal game. Hospitals and nursing homes are also facing cuts in premiums and staffing lev
els and Medicaid patients in nursing homes may lose their beds if they have to visit the
emergency room. The budget also "leaves behind" thousands of children of legal immi
grants and new citizens. Even dental benefits for children have been reduced.

Legislative Assistant
Michael Kinsey
LegisIative Assistant
June 2004

Lesley "Les" Miller, Jr.

‘Senator Les Miller Served as Vice Chair of Budget Conferees’
"The Legislature Sends Five of Senator
Miller’s Bills
To The
Governor to Become Law"

Senator Millers’ FlOrida Healthy People 2010 Program
legislation will eliminate health disparities among Florida’s
residents, improve their quality of life, and extend their life
expectancies. Under the guidelines of the Healthy People
2010 Program, the Department of Health will be given the
opportunity to promote collaborative partnerships that will increase the number of health
care professionals from minority backgrounds. This program will also encourage a greater
number of minority college students to pursue careers in the Health Care Profession.
Senator Miller sought protection for crime watch members by introducing the
NeighborhOod Crime Watch legislation to protect members of crime watch organizations.
Three years ago, the Tampa Police Department and constituents in Millers’ district visited
his office, emailed and called him with concerns about providing protection for members of
crime watch organizations. Senator Miller went right to work on it. As hard as he worked,
Miller was not able to get the bill passed the first two tries. Because he believed such a bill
to be important, Miller was dedicated to getting his bill passed.
Senator Miller sought to improve representation in Advance Coursework in Middle Schools
and High Schools by sponsoring legislation that will create the FlOrida Partnership for
Minority and Underrepresented Student Achievement Act. Because of this legislation,
the State of Florida will see increases in the number of Advance Placement (AP) partici
pants (all ethnicities), the number of workshops offered to Florida’s educators, the number
of parent participation in college preparation programs, the Preliminary ACT (PLAN) added
as an option for 10th grade testing, and the availability and quality of advanced courses

Even though inadequate, funding for state priorities such as education, university enroll
ment growth, health and human services, Medicaid growth, child welfare, developmental
services, public safety, and environmental preservation programs, still remain in the final
budget.

2004 Bills Sponsored and Co-Sponsored by Senator Miller
Sponsored

Co-Sponsored

Commercial Exploitation/Self-murder

S0232
Cos.

S0636

Building Designations/FAMU
Fire Hydrants/Private/Test & Service

S0638

DUI/Traffic Accident/Sobriety Test

S0398
S0624

Road Designations/Pasco/Putnam

S 0444 Abrogating Offensive Place Names
S0528 Funeral & Cemetery Industry

S0640 Adult Entertainment Establishments

S0588

Live the Dream License Plate

S0642
S 0644

Substance Abuse & Crime Prevention

S 1102

Gain-time Awards for Good Conduct

S 1122

Autism/Health Insurance Coverage
Andrew J. Aviles Trail

S0646 Adult Video Games

S 1590

Primary/Comprehensive Stroke

S0688

Child Abuse Reports/Religious Inst.

Centers

S 1178

Florida Healthy People 2010 Program
High School Graduation

S 1592

FCAT/Parents' Review

S 1604

Military Affairs

Requirements

S 1606

Unemployment Comp./Military Spouses

S 1186
S 1410
S 1842

Neighborhood Crime Watch Programs

S 1622

Military Families

Sales Representatives/Commissions

S 1712

Agricultural Economic Development

S 1854

Performance Bonds/Construction

S 1856

Public Transportation Commission

S 1976
S2052

Real Estate Taxes/Disabled Persons

S 1870

Lowry Park Zoo

H. Lee Moffitt Cancer Center

S 1914

Cultural & Historical Preservation

S2118

Hillsborough Co. School District

S 1944 Absentee Ballots

S2184

Student Achievement

S 1980

K-12 Education/Children of Military

S2202

Lead Poisoning Reduction Act

S2002

Health Care Initiatives

S2250

District School Board Member/Terms

S2064

State Work Opportunity Tax Credit

S2258

Fla. Public Student Assistance Prog.

S2210

Motor Vehicles/Unattended Children

S2836

Beneficial Interest in Trusts

S2382

Pension Fund/Firefighters & Police

S2838

Corporate Income Taxation

S2384 Tampa Pension Fund/Hillsborough Co.

S2922

Moffitt/Alzheimer's Centers/Pub. Rec

S2386

Hillsborough County/Purchasing

across the State of Florida.
Senator Miller sponsored this Assisting Self-Murder/COmmercial Exploitation legislation
on behalf of the St. Petersburg Citizens, Mayor, City Council and County Commission.
Upon becoming law, this bill will outlaw events that include public suicides and prohibit per
sons with knowledge or reasonable knowledge from conducting, promoting, publicizing,
and collecting admission fees for events that will include an actual self-murder for commer
cial or entertainment purposes and provide a penalty for committing such acts that is
enforceable by the Attorney General or any State Attorney. The terms deliberately assist
ing, self-murder and simulated self-murder will also be defined.
Senator Miller agreed to sponsor the Sales Representatives/COmmissiOns legislation in
order to deter principals with greater resources from "waiting out" the small sales represen
tative who may not have the wherewithal to pursue a wrongfully withheld commission.
This bill will provide leverage and protection to sales representatives when contracts
between principals and sales representatives have been terminated and provide commis
sion protection for the thousands of independent sales representatives throughout the
State of Florida.

Resolutions Sponsored and Co-Sponsored by Senator Miller

SpOnsOred

Co-Sponsored

S0396

Stephenson, Dr. Gwen

S 1520

Florida State Fair Day

S208 Florida Marlins
S3014 Hillsborough County Day

S3070

Wright, Ronald “Winky”

S3016

Karl, Frederick B.

S 3092

Southeast Crescent Authority

S2006

Civil Rights Act/Human Relations

S2462

Florida Tobacco Control Prog.

S2266

Florida Goodwill Association

S2286

Minority Cancer Awareness Week

S2338 Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
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STATE NEWS
Teens Say KKK Resemblance
Intentional for Bus Stop Prank------

Analyst Givens Accused of Sexual
Assault---------------------------------------------

homemade costumes that

before deciding whether to

Angelina Thompson and a

file charges

Tuesday because the driver

friend

teens, Chief Assistant State

robes, like members of the

is

Ku Klux Klan, to scare a

older sister.

ween.
Angelina

-

... This is very serious so

OCALA, Fla. (AP) -

cousin

Michael

Orlando Magic television

we might just need to talk

Two teenagers have admit

pulled

the

color analyst Jack "Goose"

to your parents about it,"

ted to dressing in white

Givens denied last Tuesday

the affidavit said.

ORLANDO

(AP)

that he molested a 14-year-

Magic spokesman Joel

old girl, the statement com

Glass said the team would

ing hours after he was

n't comment on the arrest.

arrested on sexual battery

"The matter is in die hands

and

of the proper authorities

lewd

molestation

everyone involved," Glass

"That is absolutely not
true,"

Marion

and we are concerned for

charges,

Givens,

47,

Givens graduated from

leased from jail on $25,000

the University of Kentucky

bond. "Nothing happened.

where he is remembered

My character and my repu

for scoring 41 points dur

tation speak for itself."

ing the the Wildcats' win

Sheriffs deputies arrested

over Duke in the

Givens at his home last

NCAA tournament final.

Monday and seized a com

He was a first-round draft

puter.

pick of the Atlanta Hawks
a

standout

three times penetrated the

Orlando Magic announcer Jack ‘Goose’ Givens,
shown in an undated police photo, was arrested and
charged with sexual battery and lewd molestation of
a 14-year-old girl on Monday, June 28.

girl with his finger and then

AP Photo/Orange County Sheriff’s Office

player at the University of
Kentucky in the

l970s,

tried to get the girl's hand
and lips to touch his geni
tals almost two weeks ago,
according to an arrest affi
davit. The girl didn't con
sent

to

being

touched,

investigators said, and was
underage anyway.

The incidents occurred
in a swimming pool and a
bedroom at the girl's house
where Givens had come
over to give one-on-one
basketball coaching, the
affidavit said. The girl and
Givens knew each other
from a youth basketball
league that she played in
and in which he was a
coach on another team.

The girl pulled away
from Givens when he
touched her in the swim
ming pool and later when
he came into the girl's bed
room where she had gone
to change her clothes, the
affidavit said.
The girl's grandmother
who was at the home called
the girl's mother twice at
her work to report what she
thought was inappropriate
behavior in the swimming
pool and later called the
girl out of her bedroom out
of concern for her well
being, the affidavit said.
"She's upset that she
was thrown into a situation

later that year and played
two seasons with the team,

sheriffs

detectives said.
According to Sheriffs
Office

reports,

John

by

last

Marlin's

wore

one

Hallo

Attorney

against the

Ric

Ridgway

involvement

said.
The Florida Attorney

gelina Thompson, 30, came

and said her family had no

General's Office also has

up with the idea of dressing

connection to the Ku Klux

begun an inquiry into the

in white costumes to scare

Klan.
Prosecutors will wait

Thompson

said

An

bus driver Claudette John

denied

any

Thompson

incident,
Bethel,

said
director

Allison
of

the

Wesley Thompson, 15, said

son, of Citra. The teens'

for sheriffs officials to fin

agency's Office of Civil

he

outfits were made from

ish

Rights.

and

his

16-year-oid

their

investigation

game.
He has worked as a
broadcaster

over,"

Sports,

Sandra

tice for the next two years.
Florida's high court
unanimously elected Pari
ente chief justice in midMarch, following tradition
and tapping the next most
senior justice to take over
the top administrative job
ffom outgoing Chief Jus
tice Harry Lee Anstead.
As chief justice, Pari
ente will be in charge of
procedural matters and will
supervise the compilation
of the budget for the court's
system.
Gov. Jeb Bush said
Floridians would find Pari
ente to be “a firm and fair
chief justice whose first
commitment is upholding
the law and whose driving
passion is working for all
Floridians, particularly our
children."

Felon Voting List in Florida Includes
Thousands of Eligible--------------- -——
MIAMI (AP) - More
than 2,100 Floridians who

for

NBC

Turner

could

had received clemency.

another felony

list of purported felons who

their voting rights again.

of

potential

matches, not a final list of

last Friday.

an issue in Florida since the

clemency list against rec

names that will be purged

The names were on a

disputed 2000 presidential

ords from the FDLE and

from the voter rolls. The

Florida Division of Elec

election. A company hired

the

Depart

Herald reported that the

tions list of more than

to identify ineligible voters

ment. The Herald used cor

state had flagged more than

47,000 people that was sent

before the election pro

rections records.

Corrections

300

to county elections supervi

duced an error-filled list

The newspaper stood

ESPN. He and his wife

sors, who are expected to

and elections supervisors

by its story and said the

Later that day, Givens
sent an instant message by
computer to the girl, stating
that he had "used bad judg
ment." A physical examina
tion given several days
later showed injury consis
tent with repeated digital
penetration, the affidavit
said.
A week after the al
leged battery, Givens told
the girl in a telephone con
versation monitored by
detectives, "Whatever I did
that was wrong ... in your
mind, I'm very, very sorry

have a teenage son and

determine who should be

removed

FDLE records covered an

daughter.

removed from the rolls.

verifying its accuracy.

insignificant

The Miami Herald,
after a computer analysis,
said at least 2,119 people
on the list had received
clemency and were eligible
to vote.
Sixty-two percent were
registered Democrats, and
almost half were black.

State elections officials dis

felons compared with the

puted the Herald's report,

more comprehensive cor

calling it incomplete and

rections department data.

misleading.

“I can understand it's
embarrassing to them, but
it's an accurate, important
and solid news story for the
people of Florida," said
Manny Garcia, the Herald's

took effect Thursday, six
years after voters approved
the change.
“My first priority is ...
to ensure full and fair fund
ing of the courts so that our
citizens have equal access
to justice no matter where
they live or what they do
for a living," Pariente said.
Other goals include im
proving technology, ad
vancing public understand
ing of the judiciary and
improving the representa
tion of children who end up
in court because of divorce,
abuse or crime.
“We must ensure ade
quate funding of preven
tion programs, treatment
services for juveniles and
holistic representation of
juveniles," she said.

database

The state checks the

Cawn said of the girl.

Former Justice Major
Harding, another speaker,
praised Pariente as a tire
less worker who treated
every one with respect and
dignity. He said the gover
nor and state lawmakers
would find that she seeks to
“build bridges of consen
sus rather than draw lines
of division."
Pariente, 55, battled
breast cancer last year and
finished chemotherapy in
the fall. “During
the
months of treatment, I kept
on wondering 'How am I
going to do this?"' she said.
She's monitored every
three months and said this
week she's doing well.
Pariente said her top
priority will be monitoring
the new funding structure
for Florida courts, which

De Lara said the list is
a

Sports,

Sgt. Matthew Irwin, an
investigator
with
the
Orange County Sheriffs
Office, said he wouldn't
characterize Givens as a
pedophile despite the girl's
age.
"It's more like one bad
decision leads to another
leads to another and all the
sudden it snowballed and
you lost control of the situ
ation," Irwin said. "He's not
in a position to be casual
about his bad decisions."

the results."

and lost

from voter rolls has been

voters

without

Florida Department of
Law Enforcement spokes
woman Nicole de Lara said
the newspaper did not
check the list against the

number

of

people

might

listed

have

who

received

clemency.
“We recognize there
are people on this list that
are not felons," de Lara
said. “This list is the begin
ning of the process, not the
end of the process."
The Florida Demo
cratic Party also is review
ing the list.

Miami Recruit Admits Violating
Probation ——---- —------ ------—----- ———
bv Catherine Wilson
Associated Press Writer
FORT
LAUDER
DALE, Fla. (AP) - Uni
versity of Miami football
recruit Willie Williams
admitted violating proba
tion last Tuesday on a bur
glary conviction, but the
university has told attor
neys that the standout line
backer still might be admit
ted.
Williams, 19, could
face up to a year in jail, but
the prosecution is not
requesting any jail time.
Miami athletic director
Paul Dee told attorneys on
both sides in recent days
that Williams' chances of
admission would be better
if the judge agrees to with
hold adjudication, which
would erase the original
burglary conviction from
the player's record if he
stays out of trouble for a

demeanor battery for hug
ging a woman without her
permission.
“He's done everything
he could to rectify the situ
ation," defense attorney
Paul Lazarus said.
Kaplan told Williams
that he would not send him
to state prison even though
he could be sentenced to a
five-year term. The judge
said he would require
Williams to write letters of
apology to hotel manage
ment and the woman, if he
has not already written

them.
Williams has paid
$1,700 to the hotel to cover
damages and his room. A
misdemeanor charge in
volving a bar fight on the
same
weekend
was
dropped with Williams
agreeing to pay the man in
volved $1,300.
Prosecutors
offered
house arrest plus three
years probation for the pro
bation violation, but the
defense
opposed
the
request. Lazarus said the
state was initially pushing

for six months in jail.
The university is wait
ing for sentencing to decide
whether to admit Williams,
Lazarus said. Miami athlet
ic director Paul Dee wrote
Lazarus last Monday say
ing coaches and the univer
sity are “free to add addi
tional conditions" on stu
dent behavior beyond the
standard code for student
athletes.
“The University of
Miami is the best place for
Willie Williams.

year.
Broward Circuit Judge
Michael Kaplan, who al
lowed Williams to attend
both his Miami Carol City
prom, did not commit him
self to that deal. He said he
wanted to read the recruit's
university's

athletic

and

College founder Mary Mc

and

Live Oak, founder Florida

Leod Bethune.

days left for 2004 nomina

works, have made signifi

Memorial College, Gloria

Nomination forms may

Williams admitted vio

tions to the 22nd Annual

cant contributions to the

Estefan of Miami, interna

be obtained by writing: The

lating probation imposed

Florida Women’s Hall of

improvement of life for all

tionally renowned singer,

Florida Commission on the

lives

committed

vote, a newspaper reported

were Sarah Ann Blocker of

their

clemency

have

The purge of felons

who,

through

received

are potentially ineligible to

responsibilities under the

- There are a few more

(the list) down, we ana
lyzed it and came up with

paper

who

Former inductees include Mary McLeod Bethune and Althea Gibson
women

gesting some of the people

The

list who confirmed they

High graduation and his

Florida

Republicans.

contacted 36 people on the

voting

Florida Women’s Hall of Fame Seeks
Nominations----------------------------------- ;-----TALLAHASSEE, Fla.

department's records, sug

rights

their

metro editor. “We scrubbed

Less than 20 percent were

restored were included on a

had

averaging 6.7 points per

that she has no control
Detective

1978

New Florida Chief Justice Takes Up
Gavel------------------ ---------------------------------bv Jackie Hallifax
Associated Press Writer
TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(AP) - The Florida Su
preme Court gavel was
passed Friday to the second
woman to become the
state's chief' justice. And
the oath was administered
by the first, a woman who
is now a federal appeals
judge.
The courtroom was
packed as llth U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals Judge
Rosemary Barkett swore in
Florida Chief Justice
Barbara Pariente.
Barkett was chief jus
tice from 1992 through
1994, when she was ap
pointed to the federal ap
peals court. Pariente joined
Florida's high court in 1997
and will serve as chief jus-

County

prank

said in a statement.

told

reporters after he was re

Givens,

black school bus driver,

disliked

Marlin

student codes before sen
tencing next week.

for

a

stereo

Pembroke

Pines

shop burglary in

nominations

citizens of the state. Fol

and Mary R. Grizzle of

Status of Women, Office of

must be submitted by 5

lowing deliberations, the

Belleair Shore, the first

the Attorney General, PL-

during a recruting visit to

p.m. on July

Commission will recom

female Republican to serve

01, The Capitol, Tallahas

the University of Florida in

Florida

mend 10 nominees to Gov.

in the Florida Legislature.

see, FL 32399-1050, or by

January.

Commission on the Status

Jeb Bush, who will select

Previous winners have

of Women.

up to three women for

included former U.S. Attor

Forms are also available

induction into the Hall in a

ney General Janet Reno,

for download on the Com

ing no contest to a felony

November ceremony.

tennis athlete Althea Gib

mission

count of setting off hotel

Clip this ad and receive a $2.00 discount off the regular pries of admission.

son and Bethune-Cookman

www.fcsw.net.
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office

All

of

15 to the

the

Since its inception in
1982, the Hall of Fame has
recognized

and
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Last year's inductees

calling
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2002 by getting arrested

He was placed on pro
bation for a year last week

web

site

at

in Gainesville after plead

LIVE ON STAGE AT OCALA CIVIC THEATRE
4337 East Silver Springs Boulevard • Ocala
Information and Reservations: (352) 236-2274
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NATIONAL NEWS
Chief ApOlOgizes for Comments
After Beating------------------------------ ----lapd

LOS ANGELES (AP)
- Police
Bratton

isons to the 1991 police

Chief William
apologized

for

comments he made about a
local black activist and oth

ed

try to leam from this and

AUSTIN (AP) - In the

ed state and federal investi

find ways that people of

heyday of the Jim Crow-

Olsen was suspended

gations.

this city, of all the races of

era, Austin leaders voted to

for 60 days and Thornton

the city, understand what's

create a "Negro District,"

recently settled u lawsuit

in my heart," he said.

an area where the city

with the city for $31,000.

would provide the city's

"We get treated wrong and
it really divides the com

local

apology, a sincere apology,
if there is anybody in the
community - or any other
community for that matter that have been offended by
any of the comments and
remarks I've made in the
course of this investiga

black

activist

a

Bratton

has

called

Miller's arrest "a mess" and

blacks

exchange with his prede

said it conflicted with how

schools and parks, keeping

munity,"

cessor, City Councilman

officers were trained to

them separate at low cost.

"Until they fire some cops,

Bernard Parks, who ques

detain suspects.

housing,

It created a cultural

Miller, who was struck

stay divided."

remains

one

The complaint is the

Bratton's past references to

was placed in a state prison

enflamed by a string of

latest action by the black

gang members as “thugs"

health facility this week

police shootings of black

community to keep pres

and "terrorists."

after complaining of dizzi

suspects

Bratton, who has apol

an interview with radio sta

of Stanley Miller, a black

ogized before, reiterated

tion KJLH-FM.

man, has drawn compar-

that his comments were not

-

2002-

sure on police. A handful of

ness. He could face car

2003

prompted

protesters rally outside the

theft charges.

weekly protests and civil

between

Austin police headquarters

that's

rights investigations by the
federal government.

Lexington Herald-Leader ApOlOgizes for

They say the shootings
grumbling beneath a hip,
easy-going city - generally

moment in Lexington's his

black newspaper, and The
(AP) - The Lexington tory," Smith said.
Courier-Journal of Louis
Herald-Leader featured a
Lexington's newspa ville covered the civil
prominent clarification on
pers at the time, the Herald rights movement in the
its front page last Sunday,
and the Leader, occasional state. The Herald and the
apologizing for the news
ly published short stories Leader shelved most news
paper's failures in covering
about the local civil rights about blacks in a column
the l960s civil rights
movement; photographs called “Colored Notes."
movement.
rarely appeared. The papers
It was compiled by the
The notice accompa merged in 1983 and the newsroom's only black
nied a series of stories Herald-Leader is now employee, Gertrude Mortitled “Front-page news, owned by Knight Ridder.
bley, until 1969.
back-page coverage" and
“The people in charge
“That was really all the
numerous black-and-white of recording the 'first rough news we had," said Audrey
pictures taken by an inde draft of history,' as journal Grevious, a former leader
pendent photographer.
ism is sometimes called, in Lexington's chapter of
“It has come to the edi ignored sit-ins and march the National Association
tor's attention that the es, or relegated them to for the Advancement of
Herald-Leader neglected small notices in the back Colored People. “Without
to cover the civil rights pages," Herald-Leader re that, we wouldn't have
movement," the clarifica porters Linda B. Blackford known anything that was
tion read in Sunday's edi and Linda Minch wrote.
going on."
tions. “We regret the omis
McCann, who is black,
Former newspaper em
sion."
became interested in the ployees said management
The report comes as civil rights movement tried to downplay what
the nation observes the while working at Michael's happened locally. The rare
40th anniversary of the Photography store, where march or protest that made
Civil Rights Act of 1964. he was a janitor and film front-page news usually
Beneath the clarification' processor.
involved arrests of demon
are photographs of a Main
“I just wanted to docu strators and was described
Street march and a lunch ment it and tell the story for like a police report.
counter sit-in taken by me and my friends," Mc
Robert
Horine,
a
Cann told the newspaper. Leader reporter starting in
Calvert McCann, now 62.
Many of his pictures “During the summer, they 1958, recalls going to one
were undeveloped until last would hire white high of the first sit-ins.
year, when University of school students to work on
“I talked to several of
Kentucky historian Gerald the counter, but they never the people seated at the
L. Smith was researching a let me up there," he said. “I counter, and I had a story
always resented it because for Sunday's paper," he
book.
“If it had not been for I knew more about the said. “When I got back, the
Calvert, we wouldn't have business than anyone else." editors said 'Absolutely
a visual record of this The Louisville Defender, a not.'"

each Friday carrying signs

Police Chief Stan Knee admits there are problems
but says they are working on it

exposed a racist underbelly

Lack Of Civil Rights COverage in 1960s
The orders came from
then-general manager and
publisher, Fred Wachs Sr.,
who died in 1974.
Fred Wachs Jr. said his
father supported desegre
gation but favored a cau
tious approach.

“He didn't like the idea
of some of these rabble
rousers coming in and
causing trouble," Wachs
said. “He tried to keep that
off the pages."
However, the papers
published national stories
about the civil rights move
ment, such as the 1965
march in Selma, Ala., and
the 1963 church bombings
in Birmingham, Ala.
Thomas Peoples, a for
mer NAACP leader, said
the decisions were intended
to retain readers.
“They catered to the
white citizenry, and the
white community just
prayed that rumors and
reports would be swept
under the rug and just go
away," Peoples said.
Smith said he found
evidence of Lexington sitins around July 1959, a
year ahead of ones in other
states that received publici
ty. Most of the city's public
places were desegregated
by 1964.

The TOp Ten Cities for African Americans

ly seen struggling with a
woman inside a car. When

metaphor for the whole
city," said Austin NAACP

community in conservative

with the Justice Depart

approached him, the wom

chapter president Nelson

Texas.

ment that outlined other

an escaped and officers

Linder.

“We talk a good case
here, but we don't carry
through on the promise of a
city that reflects all com
munities and cultures," said
the Rev. Sterling Lands II,
leader of the Eastside
Social Action Commission
and pastor of Greater
Calvary Baptist Church.
Police Chief Stan Knee
defends his department and
vows to improve its rela
tions with minorities.
“We've had to rebuild
some bridges," Knee said.
“But we have construction
well under way."
Tensions peaked when
the Austin AmericanStatesman ran a series of
articles earlier this year that
reported that between 1998
and 2003, police were
twice as likely to use force
against blacks as against
whites and 25 percent more
likely to use force against
Hispanics than against
whites. During that period,
police used deadly force
against 11 people. All but
one were minorities.
“Those were the issues
we had been screaming
about but nobody paid
attention to them," Lands
said. “When reporters start
ed to look with diligence,
all of a sudden, now all the
things came to the surface."
The U.S. Department of
Justice, FBI and U.S. At
torney's Office are all con
ducting investigations to
determine if the shooting
victims' civil rights were

alleged civil rights abuses

tried to pull Johnson from

by officers and requested

the car. Johnson apparently

According to the 2000
census, Austin, a city of
656,000 people, is 54 per
cent white, 29 percent
Hispanic and 10 percent
black. It's home to the
University of Texas, the
largest campusin the coun
try with more than 50,000
students, and promotes
itself as the Live Music
Capitol of the World be
cause of its thriving music
scene. Dell Computer,
based in an Austin suburb,
helped establish the city as
a high tech hub in the
1990s.
The racial makeup of
the police force reflects the
community. Department
figures show out of 734
patrol officers, 66 percent
(488 officers) are white; 21
percent (158 officers) are
Hispanic; 11 percent (78
officers) are black.
Knee said when he
moved from California to
Austin in 1997 to take over
as police chief, he was
warned that race relations
in the city had been
strained for generations.
He said he has worked
to create more harmony
between his department
and minority communities,
and taken specific steps
since the shootings. They
include diversity training
for officers, moving offi
cers to community com
mand posts, holding sever
al community meetings
and commissioning an
audit of police training pro
grams that is expected in
July.
The department also
has bought new stun guns
and beanbag shotguns to
give officers options other
than deadly force to subdue
suspects, although they still
carry their lethal weapons.

18,

that federal funds to the

grabbed for Truitt's gun

Austin Police Department

and

be put on hold until those

halfway inside the passen

cases were investigated.

ger side of the car, driving

The first slaying came
on June 11, 2002 when
Sophia King, a mentally ill
23-year-old mother of two,
was shot once in the heart
by officer John Coffey as
she allegedly threatened
her apartment manager
with a knife. Police said
King was warned several
times to drop the knife.
A year later, Jesse Lee
Owens, 20, was shot five
times at close range by
officer Scott Glasgow.
Owens was driving a
Dodge Neon that had been
reported stolen. Glasgow
pulled Owens over and
rather than wait for backup,
he got out of his patrol car
and approached Owens.
Glasgow said he tried to
handcuff Owens - who was
unarmed and still in the car
- while using his left hand,
holding his gun in his right.
Glasgow said he fired his
gun when he got trapped in
the door when Owens tried
to close it and began driv
ing away, dragging him
down the street.
In July 2003, about
month after Owens was
killed, Travis County Sher
iffs Sgt. Gregory Truitt
shot Lennon Johnson, 27,
after he also apparently
tried to escape an officer.
Johnson was reported

pulled

the

officer

away as the officer's legs
hung

out.

Truitt

shot

Johnson once in the chest.

Internal investigations
found Coffey and Truitt
acted appropriately. Nei
ther were indicted or disci
plined by their depart
ments.
Glasgow was indicted
on a charge of criminally
negligent homicide but it
was later dropped, anger
ing the black community.
Frustration grew when the
police chief didn't fire him,
despite a review panel's
recommendation. Instead,
Glasgow was suspended
for 90 days without pay.
Knee said Glasgow didn't
follow procedures, includ
ing waiting for backup, but
the officer made a quick
decision because he be
lieved his life was in dan
ger.
Jeffrey Thornton, a
black 23-year-old sanita
tion worker and college
student, was among those
listed in the NAACP com
plaint. He contends a white
officer, Michael Olsen,
knocked him unconscious
by slamming him onto a
hood of a car and then the
ground. He said Olsen got
angry after Thornton made
a comment that he thought
police were using exces

household

for

Birmingham is the least

mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or

black families, future job

populous city among the

South. This year seven out

growth,

top 10 but has a city popu

false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky

of 10 are below the Mason-

school graduation rate.

lation that is nearly 75%

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

Dixon Line. Five out of 10

Nashville, Tenn., is a

African American. While

have a black mayor, and all

new entry to the top 10,

race relations are a concern

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of

have a black population of

ranking No. 4, with a low

for

city

all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to

at least 25%. Eight of 10

cost of living as the city’s

boasts the highest percent

have a cost of living index

biggest draw.

age of African American

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

that is less than the nation
al average.
have

Seven cities

returned

in

2004,

Houston, Texas, ranks
No. 5 primarily because of
residents’ high satisfaction

the

homeowners, 58%, among
the top 10.
Rounding out the top

while Philadelphia, Chica

with

life.

10 are Memphis, Tenn.,

go and Detroit have fallen

Formerly No. 1, Houston’s

ranked at No. 8; Columbus,

off the list.

drop is due to its above

Ohio, ranked at No. 9; and

average median cost index

Baltimore, Md., ranked at

Atlanta, Ga., ranks as

quality

of

“The police are just a

Truitt and another officer

June

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene

residents,

Brutality is Lynching" and

the

On

to the list, ranks at No. 7.

and black high

“Police

NAACP filed a complaint

and its higher unemploy
ment and violent crime
rates.
Charlotte, N.C., ap
pears again on the top cities
list, falling two spots to No.
6. Charlotte earned high
marks for cost of living,
diversity,and
economic
growth. The city is a youth
ful, mobile hub for profes
sionals (the median age is
32.8), and future job
growth is fairly strong at
18.7%.
Birmingham, Ala., new

declare

regarded as a progressive

the No. 1 city for African
Americans, driven primari
ly by entrepreneurial op
portunities, earnings poten
tial and cultural activities.
Washington,
D.C.,
ranks as the No. 2 city.
Sixty percent of African
Americans who constitute
the city’s total population
are among the nation’s best
educated and highest paid.
Dallas, Texas, returns
to the best cities list at No.
3, up from No. 8 in 2001.
Dallas placed third among
the top 10 cities in median

No. 10.
The July issue of Black
Enterprise with full pro
files of each city is now
available at newsstands.

that

“Prosecute Bad Cops."
violated.

NEW YORK, N.Y. Black Enterprise has re
vealed its 2004 list of the
"Top Cities for African
Americans to Live, Work
and Play." The top picks
were culled from more than
4,000 interactive surveys
completed on www.blackenterprise and by editorial
staff evaluations. Survey
respondents placed a high
priority on income earnings
potential, cost of living,
housing prices and entre
preneurial opportunities.
When the list was first pub
lished in 2001, four of the
top 10 cities were in the

income

said.

the community is going to

divide that some blacks say
today

Thornton

11 times with a flashlight,

Parks

The videotaped beating

Ky.

with

noted

minorities.

tion," Bratton said during

LEXINGTON,

2002.

“nitwit" and had a testy

tioned his sensitivity to

City councilman
Bernard Parks called
Bratton’s ‘rectal sensi
tivity’ into question

sive force when he wit
nessed an arrest in June

Rodney King and prompt

Since the June 23 inci

“I'd like to extend an

bv Jim Vertuno
Associated Press Writer

“Moving forward, I'll

dent, Bratton has called a

car thief.

meant to offend.

beating of black motorist

ers following last month's
police beating of a suspect

POlice ShOOtings Raise Tensions in
Austin Race Relations-------------------

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams

Deadly force has not
been used by an Austin
police officer since Owens'
death, and in at least two
recent

incidents,

police

used stun guns and bean
bag shotguns to disarm sus
pects in potentially deadly
situations, Knee said.
Knee said he will con
tinue to work to “fix the
damage that's been done"
and expects his officers to
help him do that.
“If I can't .regain the

3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

trust of the community,

(813) 874-5581

people won't have to ask
me to resign," he said.
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INTERNATIONAL
After Crippling Attack, University Of
Haiti’s Rector Returns--------------------by Peter Preng? m
Associated Pre . Writer
PORT-AU-PRINCE,
Haiti (AP) - The Uni
versity of Haiti's rector,
who galvanized student
protests that led up to a
rebellion that ousted Presi
dent Jean-Bertrand Aris
tide, has returned after
recovering from a beating
by Aristide supporters.
Pierre-Marie Paquiot,
55, left Haiti in January
after Aristide activists beat
his legs with iron bars dur
ing an anti-government
protest at the university on
Dec. 5.
The rector's attackers
were never caught, but a
close friend of Aristide's
has been in police custody
since May 11 and is sus
pected of ordering the
attack that also injured
more than 20 students.
Paquiot had surgery in
Haiti to repair severed ten
dons in both knees. Facing
death threats and in need of
therapy, he left for the
United States with his wife
and two children. Paquiot
said they stayed with
friends, first in New
Orleans, Louisiana, then in
Miami, Florida.
“I'm so happy to be
back," Paquiot told The
Associated Press in an
interview conducted in
French. “I've come to work
and regain contact with
Haiti's reality."
Paquiot was staying at

In January, U.S. Assistant Secretary Noriega (stand
ing) met with Pierre Marie Paquiot, president of the
University of Haiti. Mr. Paquiot was attacked by proAristide gang members. His legs were broken,
requiring him to use a wheelchair and undergo
months of recovery.
State Department photo

a hotel after returning with
his family Sunday night.
Paquiot said he would start
work Tuesday and move
back later this week into
his house, which he had
shuttered.
State university stu
dents missed so much
school during this year's
political upheaval that
classes, usually out for the
summer, have been extend
ed into next autumn.
The rector said it was
too soon to judge interim
Prime Minister Gerard
Latortue's government, but
criticized the 15-nation
Caribbean Community's
decision not to recognize
the government based on
Aristide's claim he was
kidnapped Feb. 29 by the
U.S. military - a charge the

U.S. government flatly
denies.
“If there is no presi
dent, then there has to be
some kind of leadership,"
Paquiot said. "Eventually
we'll need elections, but
right now this is the gov
ernment."
At the Caribbean Com
munity's annual summit in
Grenada this week, mem
ber nations were consider
ing recognizing Latortue's
government.
Showing long scars
crossing each kneecap,
Paquiot said his recovery
had been slow. Paquiot
spent six weeks in bed with
a full cast on each leg, then
began using a walker for
physical therapy. Now, he
walks gingerly but unas
sisted.

Paquiot was an outspo
ken critic of Aristide's gov
ernment. In 2002, the gov
ernment removed him from
his post, saying his man
date was up.
But the students pro
tested, accusing the gov
ernment of violating the
constitution, which pro
tects the university's auton
omy.
Paquiot was reinstated
and became a symbol of
the student protest move
ment. In demonstrations
after Paquiot was beaten,
many students held up pic
tures showing the rector
sullied in blood.
Student activism has
long carried weight in
Haiti, a country where 40
percent of its 8 million peo
ple are under 18. Student
protests and strikes helped
oust Presidents Elie Lescot
in 1946, Paul Magloire in
1956, and Jean-Claude
Duvalier in 1986.
Paquiot said his focus
now is easing back into his
role at the university,
which has about 15,000
students and was run by
two vice-rectors in his
absence. But if he needs to
speak out against the gov
ernment again, he says
there will be no hesitation.
“My role, and the role
of the university, is to cri
tique," he said.

Hugh Shearer, Former Prime Minister
Of Jamaica, Dies at 81--------- -------- ----family said. The cause of

prived Jamaica of a quin

building dozens of primary

(AP) - Hugh Shearer, a

death was not announced.

tessential nationalist and a

schools.

prime minister in the early

Shearer succeeded Donald

dedicated political leader,"

grew at an average of 6

said

percent during his time in

KINGSTON, Jamaica

stages of Jamaica's inde

Sangster,

pendence, died last Mon

office, to become prime

day. He was 81.

minister five years after

Shearer, prime minister
from 1967 to 1972, died at
his Kingston home, his

who

died in

Jamaica gained independ
ence from Britain.
“His death has de-

Jamaican

Prime

Minister P.J. Patterson.
Many

credited

The

economy

office compared to 2.1 per
him

cent in 2003.

with overseeing one of
Jamaica's most stable eco
nomic periods and for

As Caribbean Leaders Prepare to
Discuss Haiti, St. Vincent Won’t Back
Down, Prime Minister Says----------------bv Bert Wilkinson
Associated Press Writer
ST. GEORGE'S, Gre
nada (AP) - As Caribbean
leaders prepared to discuss
whether to reverse policy
and recognize Haiti's U.S.backed interim govern
ment, St. Vincent on
Monday said it would not
bend on the issue.
Belize, Antigua and
Barbuda, Trinidad and To
bago, Grenada and the
Bahamas have signaled
their intention to vote for
Haiti retaking its seat at the
15-nation Caribbean Com
munity. Cabinet ministers
from several other member
states said they planned to
follow suit.
St. Vincent, however,
is among a few countries
taking a hard-line stance,
officials said.
“Those who want to
compromise, let them com
promise," Prime Minister
Ralph Gonsalves said, a
day before leaders retreated
to a private island to for
mally discuss the Haitian
issue. “The government of

St Vincent Prime
Minister Ralph
Gonsalves
St. Vincent does not recog
nize the Latortue adminis
tration."
The Caribbean Com
munity withheld support
for Haiti's interim Prime
Minister Gerard Latortue's
government at a March
summit in St. Kitts,
expressing concern about
President Jean-Bertrand
Aristide's claim that he was
kidnapped in a coup by the
United States.
The regional group
was also angry about La-

tortue's subsequent praise
for armed rebels who
helped oust an elected pres
ident and still control much
of Haiti's countryside.
Other countries taking
a tough stance on the issues
include Guyana and St. Lu
cia, officials said. Jamaica,
which gave Aristide tempo
rary exile in a move that
angered Latortue, now says
it's willing to compromise.
Aristide left Jamaica about 100 miles (160 kilo
meters) from Haiti's shores
- for South Africa on May
30.
U.S. officials deny
Aristide's charge and say
they provided a plane for
him to leave Haiti Feb. 29
at his request as rebels
closed in on Port-auPrince. Aristide says he
was taken against his will
to the Central African
Republic.
Separately on Monday,
Caribbean leaders debated
how to deal with thousands
of criminal deportees being
thrown out of foreign coun
tries at a time when small

nations grapple with rising
crime, unemployment and
economic uncertainty.
Caribbean
officials
said they were worried that
an influx to one country in
the region would have
implications for other
islands.
“Our societies are fear
ful that the unchecked
number of criminal depor
tees across Caricom bor
ders will be an unwelcome
and immediate outcome of
a full-fledged single market
in the Caribbean," said
Antigua's Prime Minister
Baldwin Spencer of plans
to establish a Europeanstyle free market by De
cember that would involve
free travel.
Last month, British
officials said they would
send home hundreds of
Jamaicans behind bars in
Britain to cut costs and
ease overcrowding.
The plan has angered
some Jamaican officials
who worry the influx will
add to the Caribbean is
land's crime woes.

African Leaders Urged to Write Off
Their Debts------------------------------------------(GIN) - Africa heads
of state were advised to end
their foreign debt repay
ments in the billions of dol
lars that have been draining
fragile African economies
and sending much needed
cash reserves to foreign
and western banks.
American economist
Jeffrey Sachs, special eco
nomic advisor to U.N. Sec
retary General Kofi Annan,
delivered that message to
the African leaders this
week at a conference on
poverty on the eve of a
meeting of the African
Union in Addis Ababa.

Sachs, director of the Earth
Institute at Columbia Uni
versity and special adviser
to Annan on antipoverty
targets, bluntly told the
leaders to refuse to pay
their huge debts if rich
countries did not cancel
them.
"The time has come to
end this charade. The debts
are unaffordable," said
American
economist
Sachs. "If (foreign banks)
won't cancel the debts I
would suggest obstruction;
you do it yourselves."
Sub-Saharan Africa’s for
eign debt is estimated at

201 billion dollars.
The summit runs from
July 6-8. African leaders
are expected to discuss a
three-year, $1.7 billion
plan to give the 53-member
AU a more prominent role
in conflict resolution and
economic development on
the continent.
The leaders of Ethio
pia, Mauritius, Sudan,
Uganda,
Mozambique,
Mali and Burkina Faso
attended the conference.
Sachs called on the
developed world to double
aid to Africa to 120 billion
a year and meet commit-

ments they made in 1970 to
spend at least 0.7% of their
gross domestic product on
grants and loans. The US
and other rich states spend
billions of dollars on arms,
but only a minute fraction
of on fighting poverty, he
said.
Meanwhile, Jacques
Diouf, director-general of
the U.N. Food and Agrificulture Organisation, said
progress towards ending
hunger was "painfully
slow", and predicted it
would take more than a
century to achieve this goal
in Africa.

OBITUARIES
Petersburg; two brothers, Louis
Prez, Puerto Rico, and Effain
Colon, New York; two sisters,
Pexra Rodriguez and Carmen
Lasanta, both of New York; 10
grandchildren; and several
other relatives and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

ST. PETERSBURG
RITES

BRETT-GLOVER, JU
DITH OPHELIA, 38, died July
1, 2004. Survivors include her
husband, Richard J. Glover, St.
Petersburg; her mother, Judith
Brett, St. Petersburg; her father
and stepmother, Marcus and
Theretha Bell, Memphis,
Tenn.; one brother, Jabbar
Smith, Memphis, Tenn.; two
sisters, Evelyn Newkirk, St.
Petersburg,
and
Beverly
Robinson, Memphis, Tenn.;
her grandfather, Fred Bell,
Memphis, Tenn.; and several
aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews,
other relatives and friends.
Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

MALDONADO, ANAL.,
57, died June 22, 2004.
Survivors include two sons,
John V. Maldonado, Largo, and
Anthony R. Araiza, St.
Petersburg; two daughters,
Nadine Maldonado and Manda
L. Araiza, both of St.

CALVARY
CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
Burial Spaces

$890
Pre-Need Interest-free
program
available

THOMAS, NATHANIEL,
SR., 74, died June 23, 2004.
Survivors include four sons,
Nathaniel “Buster” Thomas,
Jr., Walden Delano (Rose)

Thomas, William Douglas
(Kim) Thomas and Winston
Devan (Erin) Thomas; five

grandchildren Samuel Joseph
Thomas, Crystal Rose Thomas,
Devan Alexander Thomas,
Jared Isaiah Thomas and
Jordan Xavier Thomas; one
sister, Jeannetter Thomas
Curtis, Detroit, Mich.; two
brothers, Ezoel Thomas, Camp
Springs, Md., and James David
Thomas, Munster, Ind.; one
aunt, Addie Mae Wesley
Godwin,
Ala.;
one
Goddaughter,
Andrell
Stephens; one Godson, Larry
Walker; a special friend, Roger

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME

Cleanvater, FL

727-572-4355

"It's all taken care of"
These Were the Words that
brought calm to me When my
family member passed aWay.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only Was
the funeral paid for - it Was
at prices that Were in effect
at the time she made the

So that your funeral is fully funded and Won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
hoW you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

McRae Funeral Home
JQ

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”

11801 - U.S. 19 N.

PRAYER HELPS

arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
Serve All National Cemeteries
for Veterans

Jordan; and several cousins,
nieces, nephews and friends.
McRae Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg.

Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church----------------------I will bless the Lord at all times; his praise shall continually be in my mouth. Psalms 34:1"
Greetings in the name

of the Word of God togeth

New Philadelphia at
New Faith------------------

• Wednesday - Early

heart The first topic will

The church family of

Our Contemporary

morning prayer 6:30 a.m.;

be on "Commitment And

worship Service is at 11

Vintage Bible Study, 11

Service To God," fol

New Philadelphia will
worship with New Faith

a.m. Join us as we lift high

a.m.; Men’s Bible Study, 6

lowed by "Commitment

the Mt. Zion church family

the name of Jesus in song.

p.m.

And Oneness With God."

Free Methodist Church on
Sunday at 4 p.m. Mem

cordially invites you to

The Male Chorus will min

Upcoming events:

All ladies are encouraged

bers of both churches are

attend worship services

ister in song through out

• July 11 - On the

to join us!

with us at 919-20th St. S.

the day. We are anticipat

Road Again! First Mt.

of our Lord and Savior,

er.

Jesus

Pastor

Clarence A. Williams and

Christ.

this Sunday.

We also

ing the return of Pastor
Williams from General

at

es in the upcoming week.

Conference - thank God

Raleigh

Our early morning service

for traveling mercies. The

Pastor.

begins at 7:30 a.m. with

Sacrament of Holy Com

4

p.m.

The

Allen

is

tion Department is vigor

striving to give a positive

ously completing plans for

Women’s Ministry will
convene for its monthly

Christian

Our

their Women’s Seminar on

doors are open for both 8

Saturday, August 21 ffom

expected to be present.
Pastor Gaskin will deliver

gathering. Agenda items

and 11 a.m. services on

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Their

are those activities which

Sunday, Sunday school at

theme "Women at the Well

home, we extend an invita

the sermon for this occa

are vital to the spirituality

9:30 a.m., and Prayer

with a Purpose" promises

Rev.

tion to you to join us. We

sion.

of total church family.

Meeting and Bible Study

to give this seminar an

the

as a church share the love

Mid-morning worship

on Wednesday at 6:30 and

innovative and enthusiastic

of God and the Holy Spirit

service will continue its

On Tuesday, July 13,
the collaborative effort

7 p.m.. The #2 Ushers,

approach to all aspects of

reigns. We’d Love to Have

proclamation

with

Angelic and Youth Choirs

womanhood.

You!

Pentecost. This sermon

Power

tered this Sunday. Come

sponsor a "Break Away

prepare our hearts and

join us as we partake to

Day Workshop"

minds for Worship. Our

gether.

8:30 a.m. - 1 p.m. Our

mences at 9:30 a.m.; we
encourage you to join us as
we collectively leam more

Other ministries in
clude:
• Monday - Bible Stu
dy, 6 p.m.

2004 Musical ----------

will
from

Stockton and Sis. Dar-

(100 voices) will hold a

held at Bethel Metropoli

2004 Musical on Sunday,

tan Baptist Church, 3455 -

July 18, at 4 p.m. The
theme for this musical is,

26th Ave. S. A free will

“Sing a New Song unto the

offering will be taken.
Bethel Metropolitan is

Lord."
The Combined Mass

in the process of putting

Choir features the Voices

their upcoming 2004 Mu

of Unity Regional Choir,

sical Workshop which will

the Bethel Metropolitan

be held at the church from

Inspirational Choir and the

July 15-18. Call (727) 323-

21st Century Choir. Guest

2808.

together their program for

choirs and soloists will

Take All Your Problems
To The Lord and
Leave Them There!

Thought for the week:
"If one is Faithful, You will
be Fruitful"
Be blessed, and have a
Jesus-filled week!

lena Herring. The topics

focus

on

United

Methodist

series which commenced
on Pentecost Sunday, will

sons involved are expected

concern itself with the

to join persons of Twin

unseen reality of the power
of Pentecost. Members are

Brooks and Childs Park
Neighborhood Associa

you own your own busi

ed that you RSVP no later
than July 16.

urged

tions for this meeting.

ness; or simply desire to?

If you require addition

Prompt attendance insures

You are invited to attend

al information, please do

“Mind

not hesitate to contact us.

to

be

present

duration

of

these exhortations.

on time dismissal.

The Community
Trinity Presbyterian
Quartet Union---------— Church----------------------and you gave me some

Faith #2, 1701 Prescott St.
S., Elder Walter Ross, pas

thing to eat; I was thirsty,

tor.

and you gave me drank; I

For more information,

was a stranger and you

call Minister Matty C.

invited me in.” (Matthew
25:35 N.A.S. Bible)

Lane at (727) 327-2542 or
(727)743-7077.

to

the

Whole Person in Need -

Meetings are held on
Monday night after the

The planning meeting for

second Sunday of each

the union will be held at
the Church of God by

month. The next meeting
will be July 12 at 7 p.m.

Trinity

Presbyterian

and all are welcome.

Church doors are open to

Sunday service is as

all who will come and find
what is “God’s Business.”

follows: 9 a.m. Prayertime,

This was the sermon deliv
ered by Dr. Leon Bracey,

for all ages, 11 a.m. Wor
ship Service with the mes

the newly called pastor.

sage, “If- Ology!” Come

The Wednesday week
ly 11 a.m. Bible Study on
the Book of Revelation is
taught by Elder M. Rainey

9:30 a.m. Sunday School

and be filled with the Love
of Christ.
For more information,
call (727) 327-8560.

Bartow Christian School
Administrators Charged With
Voucher Theft-------------------- —
bv Brendan Farrington
TALLAHASSEE (AP)
- A Polk County Christian
school accepted state
voucher money for dis
abled children who didn't
attend the school, leading
to the arrest of seven offi
cials, authorities said.
Faith Christian Aca
demy in Bartow also
defrauded a voucher pro
gram in which corpora
tions receive tax credits for
providing private school
scholarships to poor chil
dren, according to an affi
davit filed by investigators.
In addition, it took money
from a federal free lunch
program for more students
than actually attended the
school.
The school's officials
defrauded the state and
others out of more than
$200,000, using some of it
to purchase cars and real
estate, said an affidavit

investigators filed to obtain
arrest warrants.
At least 23 students
who received McKay
Scholarships - vouchers
for disabled students withdrew from the school,
but the school continued
accepting the state money.
In addition, the school took
corporate voucher money
for students no longer at
the school, authorities said.
The school is one of
several voucher-receiving
schools that have been un
der investigation by Chief
Financial Officer Tom
Gallagher. His office
worked with the Polk
County Sheriffs Office,
the Polk County state attor
ney and Bartow police to
make the arrests. Six were
arrested in Polk County
and one in Hillsborough
County.
School administrators
were charged with racket-

eering, conspiracy to rack
eteer, grand theft and for
gery. Charges varied among the seven arrested,
said Chip Thullbery, a
spokesman for the state
attorney's office.
A phone number listed
for the school was discon
nected. A lawyer represent
ing the school didn't imme
diately return a call seek
ing comment.
The school hasn't re
ceived any McKay schol
arship money since Fe
bruary, when the Depart
ment of Financial Services
began its investigation,
said Frances Marine, a
spokeswoman for the
Department of Education.
An education depart
ment investigation found
that the school was receiv
ing scholarship money for
students who were actually
enrolled in Polk County
public schools - not the

Faith Christian Academy.
The Department of
Education's inspector gen
eral's office has been
investigating the school
formally since May - but
department officials had
been looking since early
this year into potential
health and safety problems
after a receiving a parent
complaint, Marine said.
"The moment that we
received a parent com
plaint we began looking
into this school," Marine
said. The school claimed to
have had a health inspec
tion, but Marine said local
health officials "had never
heard of the school."
In the school year that
began in 2002, about 9,000
students statewide re
ceived McKay scholar
ships.

The Great Revelation Revival

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL RATES FOR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•,
•
•
•
•

Local and Long Distance Charters
Airport Transfers
Convention and Airport Shuttles
School Events / Field Trips
Senior Group Events
Church Group Events
Fraternal Events
Business Trips / Corporate Charters
Government Functions
Sporting Events
Shopping Trips
Casino Trips
Family Reunions
Military Reunions
Travel Agencies
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

1-800-282-8020 OR 727-526-9086
FAX: 727-522-5548

Ever heard preaching
on the Book of Revelation
with a clear understand
ing? If not, don’t miss this
revival! This will be
preached from a colorful
and detailed chart with
over 100 symbolic pic
tures.
The speaker will be
Evangelist Davell Lloyd, a
pastor from Sharon, Tenn.
The revival will take
place at the Church of
God, 3300 - 22nd Ave. S„
from Aug. 2-8 at 6:30
nightly and 10 a.m.
Sunday.

The Revelation Mes
sage is a vital part of the
Christian message. God
said that you would be
blessed if you read and
obey its prophecy (Revela
tion 1:2). The Revelation is
a book of word pictures
and symbolic or sign lan
guage. Its divine message
of truth is not concealed
for any unfair cause but
written in secret language
for the purpose of reveal
ing truth only to His peo
ple.
God never intended
His people to be in the dark

witness.

Church Ministries will
meet at 6:30 p.m. All per

throughout

are geared to touch the

“For I was hungry,

Richard C. Guess
Richard C. Guess and also be featured,
die Combined Mass Choir
Thi$ musical will be

Looking for a church

speakers are Sis. Mary

Ministering

Metropolitan

invitation to join us in

munion will be adminis

com

Bethel

being made for Saturday
morning at 11:30 a.m.

filling the sanctuary as we

School

to

Baptist Church extends an

praise and thanksgiving

Church

call

women of church family is

• July 17 - Women of
Ministry

clarion

will serve on Sunday.
The Christian Educa

Cannel A.M.E. in Tampa

invite you to all our servic

A

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church-------

on understanding the scrip
tures. He will never with
hold anything from them
that
walk
uprightly
(Psalms 84:11). But God
has the wisdom to hide
some things from the
minds of those who are re
bellious and disobedient.
Our land (St. Peters
burg) is full of spiritual
rebellion and disobedi
ence. In these last and evil
days, God is pouring out
His wrath on those things
which misrepresent true
Christianity through the
preaching of the Revela-

tion. God wants to give
you a divine understanding
of the Revelation if you
come with an honest heart
seeking to be the Christian
He wants you to be.
If you want to be truly
blessed, don’t miss this
seven-day revival. Books,
tapes and Revelation charts
will be available. Take
notes and bring questions.
For more information,
call Pastor Troy Jones at
(727) 327-7442.

“Mind Your Own
Are you Christian? Do

ness”

Your

Own

Busi

Christian Associ

Respectfully

Yours

is

ation. Respectfully Yours,

located at 8601 Fourth St.

a Virtual Business Support

N.,

System,

its

Center, Suite 203-C, St.

monthly

Christian

Petersburg, FL 33702. This

Business

Owners

market-place ministry is

Association
Meeting,
Tuesday, July 20, 1 p.m. at

headed by Rev. Sarah H.
Edwards, e-mail: thisis-

Piccadilly’s

she@respectfulyyours.biz.

is hosting

Restaurant,

1900 - 34th St. N. It is free,
however, it is recommend-

Gateway Executive

Phone (727) 578-4431.

First Baptist
Institutional Holds
Summer Revival
From July 12-15, the
First Baptist Institutional
Church family will host
their Summer Revival
Event, which begins at
7:30 p.m. nightly. The
church is located at 3144
Third Ave. S., St. Peters
burg.
The guest evangelist is
the Rev; Phillip Pointer,
pastor of St. John Baptist
Church in Alexandria, Va.
The public is invited to
join the First Baptist fami
ly during this life changing
event. It will make a mark

in your life that cannot be
erased. Everyone is invit
ed!

Rev. Phillip Pointer

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church---------Pastor John A. Evans,

Ministry will be serving

Sr., First Lady and Friend

lunch to the community at

ship Missionary Baptist

large/in need. Wednesday

church cordially invite you

at 7 p.m. is prayer service,

to worship services with us

praise team will sing prais

each Sunday at 3300 31st

es to God and Bible study

St. S. We invite you to all

will be rendered this week

other church related func

by Pastor Evans. We are

tions as well during the

finalizing our study on "40

week.

Days of Purpose, The

First church service

Purpose

Driven

Life."

begins at 7:45 a.m. with

Come see what God has in

devotion led by the Dea

store for your life!!!!!

con's Ministry. The Male

We wish to express our

chorus will sing and the

deepest sympathies to the

2nd Sunday Usher Min

Thomas, Crum and Reed

istry will serve. Pastor

families on the home going

Evans will deliver the mes

of their father, uncle and

sage.

godfather, Nathaniel Tho

Church Sunday School

mas Sr. Also, to the New

begins at 9:30 a.m. with

kirk family on the home

the Asst. Supt. serving. A

going of Gwen Dowdell.

second church service is

May God continue to hold

held at 10:30 a.m.

you in His comforting

Tuesday, July 7: Youth

arms of care.

Enrichment Bible study

Other pertinent church

hour is on vacation until

news can be found at

July 27. Vacation Bible

www.fmbctheship.org or

School will be held soon.

in the church bulletin dis

Check website or contact

tributed each Sunday at

the church at (727) 906-

worship services by our

8300 for more details.

hospitality

Wednesday, July 8:
Noon Day Bible Study
along with Bread of Life

committee.

May God's richest bless
ings always be upon you.

RELIGIOUS NEWS continues
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CD Review: Thankful
bv Israel Button
Because

they

were

raised in a churchgoing
household and nourished
with the sounds of such
gospel legends as Com
missioned and the Winans,
it is no great mystery as to
why Erica and Tina Atkins

strung voices, and the fine

have become the sister-act
duo of the hour. Their sing-

ly crafted hip-hop/gospel

ing/songwriting is laden
with a soulful confidence

new

borne of supreme talent

"Shackles (Praise You)"

and a joyful testimony that

and "I Sings" stir images of

springs

knowledge of God's re

packed-out dance floors
bumping to the groove and

demptive goodness. Mary

lost in a swirl of colored

Mary found its genesis
when the Atkins sisters met

lights. In contrast, a reflec
tive side dives deep into

up with producer-song-

the intimacies of following

writer Warryn Campbell.

Jesus. The assured declara

Their initial success in

tion of "Can't Give Up

song publishing crested

Now" and the tender beau

when

ty of "Be Happy" convey

from

firsthand

Yolanda

Adams

flavor brings this genre to a
level.

Celebration

vibes in such songs as

recorded two of their songs

the heart of what keeps the

on "Mountain High... Val

Atkins sisters impassioned.

ley Low." After this, it was

One listen to this debut

just a matter of sorting out

release makes it clear that

the best record deal.
"Thankful" unites the

Mary Mary has bypassed

dancing soul and the grate

rookie status. This CD

ful heart. The blending of

should come with a
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

Erica and Tina's perfectly

sticker.

Divine Painter Focuses on Religious Themes
by JIM BAKER
LAWRENCE,
Kan.
(AP) - Jason Jenicke pre
fers to work on a grand
scale.
"I'd like to go larger
with the oil paintings. It
wouldn't bother me at all to
do complete walls, go real
ly large and do huge murals
like Rubens," said Jenicke,
26, referring to the Flemish
painter Peter Paul Rubens.
There's a good reason
for the nearly life-size
dimensions of some of the
Lawrence artist's work.
"It's easier. Painting
on a large scale, it's easier
to get the details," he said.
"It also impresses people a
little more."
He's not kidding.
Jenicke's oil paintings some of which can be
measured in yards - are like
something you'd see in a
museum, both for their
scope and their vivid beau
ty.
His most visible work
in Lawrence is "The Visi
tation," commissioned by
the Rev. Vince Krische,
director of St. Lawrence
Catholic Campus Center.

It depicts a scene from
the Bible, in Luke 1:39-45,
in which the Virgin Mary
visits her cousin, Elizabeth,
who is pregnant with John
the Baptist.
The painting, which is
6 feet 4 inches by 4 feet 7
inches, hangs just outside
the sanctuary at St.
Lawrence. Special lighting
has been installed to prop
erly illuminate the work.
It has a warm, spiritual
presence that beckons to
visitors as they enter the
sanctuary.
"People love it. Father
Vince says he's always get
ting compliments on it,"
Jenicke said.
The
painting
has
deeply impressed Krische,
too.
"Jason has an under
standing of the mystery
that's involved in 'The
Visitation,' of Mary and
Elizabeth meeting, and he
was really able to bring
that out in a way that I
haven't seen in other
work," he said.
Jenicke's painting at St.
Lawrence is already spo
ken for, of course.

But prints of four of his
original, religious artworks
are available, in a range of
sizes and prices, through
his small business, Divine
Images.
Jenicke graduated from
the University of Kansas in
2001, receiving a bache
lor's degree in fine arts
with an emphasis in paint
ing. He started his business
in early 2002, soon after
completing ''The Visita
tion" for Krische.
The archival-quality
prints he sells are of four of
his oil paintings: "The
Visitation"; "Madonna and
Child"; "Coronation," de
picting Mary's ascent to
heaven; and "Last," show
ing Jesus and the disciples
at the Passover meal.
Sales of his prints are
going well. Jenicke has
already sold more than 200
prints (at $35 each) of a
limited-edition run of
"The Visitation," and more
than 200 (at $50 each) of a
limited-edition run of
"Last Supper."
All of the originals
were sold to private indi
viduals in 2002 and 2003.

They sold for between
$1,500 and $2,000 apiece.
Jenicke, who is from
Kansas City, Kan., didn't
start out intending to spe
cialize
in
spiritually
themed artwork. It hap
pened, he says, as a result
of participating in classes
and other activities at St.
Lawrence toward the end
of his college years.
"I wasn't planning on
ever doing religious art. It
was something I didn't
want to do. But as my faith
grew, my art pretty much
just
followed,"
said
Jenicke, who is Catholic.
He was working to
ward a bachelor of fine arts
in illustration at the
University of Kansas when
a teacher suggested that he
try painting.
"She said that I had
more of an Old Masters,
painterly or sculptural
style," Jenicke said.
It's a style he has
sought to develop. To hone
his technique, he painted a
reproduction of Rubens'
"The Raising of the
Cross."
Jenicke's version mea

sures 4 feet by 6 feet.
Though not as big as the
original by Rubens, it's still
large enough to dwarf the
furniture in the kitchen that
serves as his studio.
Jenicke shares a home
in north Lawrence with his
brother, Jeff, 36, a 1992
University of Kansas grad
uate with a bachelor's in
architectural design.
"I'm very proud of
him," Jeff said. "We al
ways knew he was talented
when he drew as a kid."
It's not just his print
business that's going well.
Jenicke also has some
prospects for more com
missioned artworks.
He expects to hear
soon whether he will be
hired by Sacred Heart Ca
tholic Church in Shawnee
to create a series of 14
paintings - each of which
would measure 11/2 feet by
2 feet - depicting the Sta
tions of the Cross.
That job would keep
him busy for more than a
year.
And Krische has al
ready talked with him
about another painting for

St. Lawrence. The pro
posed work would be
called "The Sermon on the
Mount," and would meas
ure 12 feet by 8 feet.
Which would be per
fect for Jenicke, who likes
the figures in his paintings
to be life-size.
The realism and the
scale of Jenicke's work are
what combine to impress
the viewer, according to his
brother.
"He makes you feel
like you're there," Jeff said.

GOD IS
THE
ONLY
ONE IN A
POSITION
TO LOOK
DOWN ON
SOMEONE

CHURCH DIRECTORY
GOD BLESS!

When Life Knocks You
to Your Knees,
You’re In A Perfect
Position to Pray!

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

Pillar and the Ground Of Truth
930 - 18th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(Near Tropicana Field)

James W. PaschaI
Pastor

Friendship

rSaiift Johh Prlipitlve Baptist Church"1

Fridays - 8:00pm
Sabbath Day (Saturdays) Prayer - 10:00am
Sabbath School - 10:30am •Afternoon Worship - 2:00pm
Come expecting a miracle!

For more information, call 727-550-2521
Home Phone: (727) 866-0643 • email: jpaschal@verizon.net

BETHEL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL
"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 896-5228

Sunday Services:

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church' School ................... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class........... 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship................ 10:30 A.M.
Youth Bible Study . .Thursday 6:00 RM.

Genesis Worship Center Church

Diesday Services:
Bible Study.................................... 7pm

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

join us as we (ift up the name ofJesus

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Community Bible Study

Tuesday

7:30 p.m.

Prayer & Bible Study

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

Intercessory Prayer

,

"JL church wording togetherfor the upbuilding of (jod’s kingdom”

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 third Avenue

SOUTH

St. PETERSBURG, FL
Phone: 323-7518
Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School
Sunday Celebration Service
New Converts Class, Wed.
Home Cell Services, Thurs.

•10:00am
• 11:30am
♦7:00pm
• 7:00pm

Ministry Opportunities: Dance, Drama, Choir, Praise &
Worship, Children, Youth, Men, Women, Step Team,
Cheerleading, etc.
Senior Leader, Pastor Linda L. Sesler

God
is the
only one
in a
position
to
look clown
on
someone!

Sunday

(727) 898-5571 - Fax: (727) 898-5581 - gwcc @ email.com

Praise & Worship Service ....10:30am

Prayer Service......................... 6:30pm

Morning Glory

Prayer / Bible Study .Tuesday 7:00 RM.

1818 29th Avenue No., St. Petersburg 33V13

Church School................................9am

(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Sunday School

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Pentecostal Teipple Church of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Church

Pastor John A. Evans
Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Scheduled Services: Early Morning - 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School - 9:45 am
Mid-Moming - 11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
7:00 pm

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Real Love, Real People...

A. Church That JMLakes A Difference!

Sunday School - 9:30

a.m.

Morning Worship - 11:OO

a.m.

Come Worship W(TH
the First BAPTIST Family

Blessed Hope Bible College
“To Be A Blessing While There Is Still Time”
For A Limeted Time Only!

NO MONEY DOWN!!
5Zion.

Start Your College Education Today • Open Enrollment

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Bishop Elliot and
Dr. Rosemary Johnson
President Founder/Co-Founder

816 E. Genesee St.* Tampa, FL 33603

813-237-6076
ToU Free: 1-877-428-6588

www.blessedhopebiblecollege.ory

RELIGIOUS NEWS continues
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
Jfeftr ;jJhtlafr£lph*a Cntnmuntty Church

GreateR Mt. Zion
EpiscopaL Church

The Reverend. Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

.

3940 - 18th Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

WHEN YOU'RE

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

DOWN TO

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin..................................................................... Associate Pastor
^nCe e'nJStry...................................................................................................... James Robinson
Chtldren & Youth Ministry................................................................................... Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry..................... ......................................................................................Wyvonnia McGee

NOTHING,
COD IS UP TO SOME

A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

THING!

| COKCOKD fUSSldHoRVBaRrtSTCHVRCH\
All Worship Services are held at:
855 13th Avenue South

|

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Phone: (727) 244-0831

|

Worship Experience ..................10:50 a.m.

|

Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

H

|Hb|gar

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

»ev Willie D Miller
Pastor'

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South — St. Petersburg, FL 33705

3455 26th Avenue South

Sunday. Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm

Morning Worship: 8:00 and 11:00 A.M.

Home of Operation Attack

|
|

In All thy Wfoys Acknowledge Him and He
shall direct thy path. (Proverbs 3:6)

|

I

fcu

AFRICAN METHODIST

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

"Doing justice, loving kindness, and walking humbly with our God."

Wednesday: Prayer Meeting/Bible Study/

The New Latter Day Deliverance Ministries, Inc.

AWANA-7:00 P.M

800 49th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33707
(727) 322-0113 • Alt: (727) 642-9839

"Church of The Open Door -

10th Street Church Qf God

Centennial Celebration"

207 - 10th Street North • SL Petersburg, FL 33705

Toll Free: (866) 890-1400

1903
Sunday School:........................................... .10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship:.................................... 11:00a.m.
Tuesday Night Bible Study:.................................... .7:30p.m.
TUesday Night Prayer:.............................................. 7:30p.m.
Friday Night Praise Service:...................................7:30p.m.

Pastors
Elder Leon Lavelle Thomas
Pastor Vivian Powell Thomas

‘Where Jesus Is Lord9

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Elder: Tony Smith

"100 Years of God’s Favor"

Pastor (727) 89-2119
Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Moming 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Stuy 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Church Ot God In Christ

Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class
9:00 a.
Sunday Morning Worship ............... 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ............. .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class............. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class.........7:00 p.m.

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

"One weekjrom church makes one weak:”

Spirituady Connected

YPWW First and Third Sunday of

9:00 AM .............................. Prayer Time
9:30 AM ............... ........ Sunday School
11:00 AM ..................... ............... Worship
12:30 PM After Service Fellowship
Wednesday - 6:30 PM Prayer and Bible Study

Water of Life Christian Church
527 49th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33707
P.O. Box 103, St. Petersburg, FL 33733

2830 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-8560 or (727) 322-0810

(727) 322-2773

Pastor Jerome and
Keisha Jordan

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Churdi

Rev. G. M. Curry

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship......................................................7:45a.m.
Sunday School ..............................................9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.......................................... 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................................ 5:00p.m.
Mid-Week Worship............Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Comejoin ns at the Church where everyone is Wetcome!

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

(Revelation 22:17)

Rev. FIeming Tarver, Pastor

email: wateroflifechristianchurch@yahoo.com

Grea+er GL Raul
Missionary Baplisl Church

All Worship Services are held at:

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

St. John Missionary (Baptist Church

“Let the one that is thirsty come”

"A New Beginning In Christ”

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Thursday Upper Room Prayer: 6:30pm
Triumphant Thursday Bible Study: 7:15pm
Sunday School: 9:00am
Sunday Morning Worship: 10:00am

S55BSE

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the
Gospel and a Christian community for everyone.

Early Morning Worship........................................................7:00 a.m.
Sunday School..........................................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................................................................. 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union......................................................... 4:30 p.m.
Communion..................................................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays............................................................................. 7:30 p.m.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Trinity Presbyterian Churcli, USA

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Cadfor (Prayers &
‘Testimonies

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Each Month after Morning Service

Schedule of Services
Church School ..........................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................. 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ....................5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday.................9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

A ‘Woman After
(jod's
Own (Heart...

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

The church where what God’s word teaches
practiced!

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

Ordained (Missionary
fofmnie (Mae (Howard
Cad: 727 895-5239

Queen Street

Sunday Morning Prayer............................... .. 8:30 a.m.
Sunday School....................................................... ...9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............................................... ..11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.................. ...7:15 p.m.

1

20th Street

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

(727) 898-9407

2003

Sunday Services
Sunday Service.......................................................................................................... 8:00a.m.
Sunday School ............................................................................................. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........................................................................................11.00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... ...........................................................................5:00 p.m.

Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m;

(The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is ad.

Covenant Presbyterian Church

Sunday School

4201 Sixth Street South • St. Petersburg, Florida
Mailing Address: P O. Box 14542 » St. Petersburg, FL 33733-4542
Phone: 727.895.7700

Evening Worship .... 6 p.m.

Bihle Study - Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

Scheduled Services - Sunday

Church Education Assembly (Church SchooI) - 8:45 a.m.
Prayer Time - 9:30 a.m.
Praise & Worship - 9:45 a.m.
Worship Service • 10:00 a.m.
Communion - Every First Sunday

..................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.

Rev. Frank W. Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Tuesday Night

(813) 327-0593

General Bible Study

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.

Thursday Night Prayer

Morning worship: 11:00 a.m.

Meeting & Teachers Meeting

Bible Study: Thursday, 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Peggy M. Peterman
Assistant Pastor

fa
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Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all times.
Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling ofGod in Christ Jesus”
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HEALTH
Bald is Not Always Beautiful-------------Highly contagious fungal infection can cause permanent hair loss in
children

(NAPSM) - Baldness
is a fashion statement for
many adults, and one that is
reversible. Children, how
ever, are not always so
lucky.
Children are extremely
susceptible to a highly con
tagious fungal infection
that can result in permanent
scarring and baldness. This
condition, known as tinea
capitis, or ringworm of the
scalp, is endemic among
the African-American and
Hispanic communities. It is
most common in AfricanAmerican boys age three to
nine, but has been diag
nosed in females, infants,
toddlers, older children and
adults of all ethnicities.
Ringworm of the scalp
can be difficult to detect if
you don't know the warn
ing signs. Early symptoms
such as itchy scalp, or scaly
and flaking patches of skin
can be easily confused with
common ailments such as
dandruff, or even head lice.
Many people who assume
their child has either condi
tion will simply treat their

child with an over-thecounter remedy-without
consulting a physician.
"Dandruff is not some
thing that many five-yearolds have," said Dr. Marcia
Glenn, owner and director
of Odyssey MediSpa. "I
advise all parents of young
children who complain of
an itchy, flaky scalp and
skin to see a doctor. If not
properly treated, the symp
toms could worsen and the
fungus could easily spread
to other family members."
Contrary to its name,
ringworm is not actually a
worm or insect of any kind.
It is a common and highly
contagious fungal infection
of the scalp. It is spread
through direct contact with
the infected area or by
touching anything that
comes into contact with it.
Children that share hair
brushes, combs, hats, and
bedding, etc. are at high
risk for spreading the fun
gus.
Ringworm of the scalp
grows inside the hair shaft.
Dandruff
shampoos,

creams and other remedies can stop the disease pro
applied directly to the scalp gression that may lead to
simply cannot penetrate the permanent hair loss. To
hair shaft. Without proper help protect your children
medical attention, hair may from ringworm, doctors
become fragile and break recommend the following:
• Teach children not to
off. Even mild symptoms
can progress to include share brushes, hats, hooded
pus-filled sores, swollen sweatshirts or any other
lymph nodes in the neck items that come in contact
and permanent hair loss. with the head
• Tell children to let
Treatment with oral pre
scription medication is the you know if their scalp
itches or if they notice dan
only cure.
"The spring and sum druff-like flakes
• Wash items that touch
mer seasons are the most
common seasons for ring the hair like combs, brush
worm of the scalp," contin es, hats, etc. in hot, soapy
ued Dr. Glenn. "Play water
If you notice signs of
grounds can be breeding
grounds for fungal infec ringworm on your child,
tions. Children share ev it's important to see a doc
erything from ice cream tor or dermatologist right
cones to beach towels and away. The condition is eas
hairbrushes. It is important ily treatable with prescrip
that all parents educate tion medications. More tips
their children on how to and information on ring
avoid ringworm of the worm of the scalp can be
found Online at www.about
scalp."
Teaching children to grifulvin.com, or by Calling
practice safe behaviors can 800-426-7762.
help prevent ringworm of
the scalp. Learning to rec
ognize the warning signs

Florida Receives Federal Approval to
Provide SuppOrt Services for Children
with Life-Limiting Conditions through
Florida KidCare--------------------------------- —
TALLAHASSEE
The Agency for Health
Care
Administration
(AHCA) and the Florida
Department of Health
(DOH), in collaboration
with Florida Hospices and
Palliative Care, announce
that Florida is the first state
to receive a federal ap
proval from the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid
Services to initiate a pilot
program that offers support
services for children diag
nosed with life-limiting
conditions, through Florida
KidCare. The services will
be provided in partnership
with Florida's Partners in
Care-Together for Kids
program. This program is
modeled after the Chil
dren's Hospice Interna
tional Program, an all-in
clusive program for chil
dren and their families.
"Traditionally, hospice
care has been delivered
mainly to our nation's eld
erly population," said DOH
Secretary John O. Agwu
nobi, M.D., M.B.A., a pe
diatrician by trade. "Fami
lies with children who have
life-limiting or life threat
ening conditions need a
support system, too. Part
ners in Care is a starting
point to ease the burden on
families and to further sup
port a child's care."
Federal approval for
the Partners in Care Pro

gram is predicated on the Health Care Administra
1115 Research and Dem tion. "This program will
onstration for the Medicaid allow these families to
population and must be at a receive much-needed serv
minimum
cost-neutral. ices and assistance as they
This approval lifts existing deal with one of life's most
current federal law that re difficult challenges."
Partners in Care will
stricts terminally ill pa
tients from receiving hos incorporate services from
pice care until the last six AHCA's Title XXI Florida
months of life. Through KidCare Program, DOH's
Partners in Care, families Children's Medical Ser
with children receiving ac vices Network, and hospice
tive medical treatment or programs associated with
curative care will be able to Florida Hospices and Pal
receive, in eight pilot sites, liative Care. A limited
an overlay of hospice-type number of children with
support services at any life-threatening conditions
will participate in the pilot
time following diagnosis.
"Children who face study, and data collected
life-threatening conditions from the pilot areas will
and their families face assist with planning for
enormous burdens," added statewide expansion of the
Mary Pat Moore, Interim Partners in Care Program.
Secretary at the Agency for It is expected that the antic

ipated savings from exist
ing hospital appropriation
categories based on re
duced inpatient and outpa
tient emergency room serv
ices will allow for the
statewide expansion.
A preliminary report
released in July 2002 by
the National Institute of
Medicine concluded that
health care in America falls
short on pediatric palliative
care and recommended
steps toward improving
care for children with lifethreatening diseases. This
conclusion is supported by
the American Academy of
Pediatrics, the National
Hospice and Palliative
Care Organization, and
Last Acts Partnership.

SILKY SCALLOPS.
SEXY SHRIMP
MID PENINSULA JEAFOODl

MARKET « RHTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin'
WHERE THE LOCALS BUY

TOGETHER
ON THE DINNER
$9.99
. FOR OVER 21 YEARS

American Legacy Foundation Grants
$4.5 Million to Six Prominent National
African Anierican Organizations--------(BLACK PR WIRE) The American Legacy
Foundation announced a
$4.5 million, three-year
grant to six national Afric
an American organizations
during a recent news con
ference held at the historic
Lincoln Theatre in Wash
ington, D.C.
Collectively known as
the "African American
Partners for a TobaccoFree Society," the coalition
includes: the Congressional
Black Caucus Foundation;
the National Association
for the Advancement of
Colored People; the Na
tional Association
of
Neighborhoods; the Na
tional Conference of Black
Mayors; the National
Newspaper Publishers As
sociation Foundation; and
the
National
Urban
League.
The goal of this collab
oration is to raise public
awareness about the deadly
toll of tobacco use in the
African American commu
nity, and enhance national
tobacco cessation and pre
vention efforts. Develop-

Holding check (1-r): Helen Lettlow, Director of Priority Populations,
Anierican Legacy Foundation; Dr. Cheryl Healton, President and CEO,
American Legacy Foundation; Dr. Alma Adams, Vice Chairperson, American
Legacy Foundation Board of Directors, Councilwoman Cleta Winslow,
Atlanta City Council & President, National Association of Neighborhoods.
Back row (l-r): Dr. Maya Rockeymoore, Vice President of Research and
Programs, Congressional Black Caucus Foundation; Dr. William Spriggs,
Director, National Urban League Institute for Opportunity and Equality;
Hilary Shelton, Director, Washington Bureau/NAACP; Ricardo Byrd,
Executive Director, National Association of Neighborhoods; Mayor Harvey
Johnson, Jr. of Jackson, Mississippi & President, National Conference of
Black Mayors; George Curry, Acting Executive Director, National Newspaper
Publishers Association
photo by Maureen Keating

ment of tobacco control
educational programs and
other community outreach
campaigns will be under
taken as a part of the coali
tion’s plan to combat this
serious public health prob

lem. The grant is part of the
American Legacy Founda
tion’s Priority Populations
Initiative, designed to sup
port communities dispro
portionately impacted by
tobacco use and tobacco-

related disease. For more
information on the Ameri
can Legacy Foundation,
visit www.americanlegacy.org or call (202) 4545555.

Study Indicates Aggressive Treatment
Helps African Americans with Diabetes
and High Blood Pressure Reach
Stringent Blood Pressure Goals----------PRNewswire - Data
presented at ISHIB 2004,
the annual congress of the
International Society on
Hypertension in Blacks
(ISHIB), indicate that Afri
can American patients with
type 2 diabetes and high
blood pressure benefit ffom
aggressive use of combina
tion high blood pressure
therapy. The study, Lotrel
and Enalapril in African
Americans with Diabetes
(LEAAD), demonstrates
that providing patients with
a combination of two high
ly effective medications in
one capsule helps them
reach the rigorous blood
pressure goal of less than
130/80 mm Hg (the meas
urement scale for high
blood pressure).
High blood pressure is
extremely common in the
African-American commu
nity; nearly one in three
Blacks has the condition.
In addition, diabetes is
more prevalent in African
Americans than in the gen
eral population; blacks are
1.6 times more likely to
have diabetes than nonHispanic whites of similar
age. When high blood pres
sure and diabetes occur
together, the risk of heart
disease and kidney disease
greatly increases. Because
of the dangers of uncon
trolled high blood pressure
in those with diabetes,
national guidelines re
leased last year by ISHIB
recommend these patients
be treated to a blood pres
sure goal of less than
130/80 mm Hg. ISHIB
also recommends that
many of these patients,
especially those with blood
pressures greater than

15/10 mm Hg above their
goal, receive two or more
medications when they are
first diagnosed.
"All patients, especial
ly African Americans,
should understand that dia
betes and high blood pres
sure is a dangerous combi
nation, which if left uncon
trolled, significantly in
creases the risk of lifethreatening complications,"
said Dr. John Flack, lead
investigator of the study,
ISHIB president, and asso
ciate chairman and chief
quality officer at the de
partment of medicine at
Wayne State University
School of Medicine in
Detroit, Mich. "I urge all
African American^ with
both high blood pressure
and diabetes to talk io their
physicians about combina
tion therapy, which this
study demonstrates; helps
patients achieve blood
pressure goals quickly and
effectively."
LEAAD evaluated the
effectiveness and safety of
the combination of amlodipine, a calcium channel
blocker, and benazepril, an
ACE inhibitor in a single
capsule versus enalapril, a
commonly prescribed ACE

inhibitor. The 269 African- that aggressive use of com
American patients with bination therapy can help
type 2 diabetes participat significantly more patients
ing in the trial were provid get to goal than single ther
ed with the combination of apy alone."
LEAAD also demon
amlodipine/benazepril or
enalapril at the beginning strated that patients taking
of the 24-week study. In amlodipine/benazepril
LEAAD, the majority of experienced significantly
patients taking amlodip greater blood pressure
ine/benazepril reached the reductions than those on
Amlodipine/
blood pressure goal of less enalapril.
than 130/80 mm Hg. Sixty benazepril-treated patients
percent of patients treated experienced average sys
with amlodipine/benazepril tolic (the top number in a
reached this target vs only blood pressure reading)/
44 percent of those taking diastolic (the bottom num
ber) blood pressure reduc
enalapril.
LEAAD was primarily tions of 20.7/14.4 mm Hg,
designed to test the amount In contrast, patients taking
of time it took patients in enalapril experienced aver
the study to reach the blood age reductions of 13.9/10.5
pressure goal of less than mm Hg.
In addition, amlodip
130/80 mm Hg. Those on
amlodipine/benazepril ine/benazepril was general
reached the .target blood ly well-tolerated by pa
pressure in about 10.1 tients participating in
weeks vs 10.5 weeks for LEAAD. The most com
those on enalapril.
mon side effects experi
"These data show that enced by patients taking
patients can reach aggres amlodipine/benazepril
sive blood pressure goals were cough (13.6 percent),
quickly using combination headache (11.4 percent)
therapy," said Dr. Flack. and edema (9.8 percent).
"As a clinician, however,
Novartis Pharmaceuti
my most important objec cals Corporation spon
tive is to get patients to sored this study.
their blood pressure target
and this study demonstrates

7 ffccefct. "Wo't&eM. (fwtfienteitian & “
PffP

Patricia Williams
MA15717

We Specialize Also In:
Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia

H.T. Wellness & MassAge Center
NEUROMUSCULARMASSAGE
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600
3727 CentraL Avenue
LIC. #MM005879
FAX 328-8869
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

GOD
BLESS
AMERICA

“When You Need Quality
Craftsm&&iup"

All Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work
(727) 492-8195
Bonded & Insured
LicJ»ERI3OI23l2

WRXB RADIO STATION IS
SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SETT
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

“Change
yourself
slowly and
cheerfully.
Conditions
will change
immediately
and unimag
inably.”

32-40-43

OF THE FLORIDA SI NCOAST

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs

Please email all ads to:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

MARKET
STREET
The Easy Way Home

Exciting
Soles Career!
Maries Street Mortage is a mrional mertgig? lender and part of
die NetBank® Inc. family of buanesaes. join ib NOW in taking

Loan Originator with Maribt Street Mort^gs, Our top Loan Oi^narors succeed by
demonstrating:
• Djr»onal/Profo»onal Success

«Stnmg Communication Skills

• Strang Track Record of

• A Desire to Begin a New Gitwr in die
fcst-Rved Reid of Mortgage Banking

Exceeding SaletGoah
• Daily SdfiDiietpifoe & Self-Motivation

• At Least One %ar OfReridency In
TfourLocal Area

Join us now to find a new borne for ytwr skills, while also enjoying:
• Annual Sales A' Marketing Workshop * Comprehensive Benefits Package
• .Annual Incentive Trip lor Top Producers • Strong Saks & Marketing Support
• hhtionwide Expansion

Ks easy to learn more! Visit our Web site at

www.marketstreetmortgage.com

7- 6 8-1 4-2
8- 5 3-4 1-7

Fax resumes to (866) 510-7556. bn ail msmeareers^tasmeorp^an

EOE.M/FOV

A NetBank$ Company

One Bright idea

After Another!

Brigit House Networks is delivering the future of information and
entertainment. Join us now to see for yourself!

Your

FIELD support
REPRESENTATIVES (DISPATCHER)

Visit Us ln
Person:

Full-Time & Part-Time Avaiiable

ARIES (Mar. 21-April 20) This is not the day to be extravagant.
You will have a blowup this week if your partner does things that
you feel are not aboveboard. Your ideas are good and career

ClearWater
2530 Drew St
2114 Drew St

moves can be realized. Your uncanny insight will help you make
the right choices.

TAURUS (Apr. 21-May 21) Don't avoid your true feelings. You

St. Pete
11500 Oth St N.
233 31st St. N.

will have to put those you live with in their place if they try to
interfere with your work. You need to do your own thing and
work on making yourself the best you can be. You will have a
productive day if you organize yourself well at work.

GEMINI (May 22-June 21) Large organizations may try to talk
you out of your hard-earned cash. If you're looking to do some
thing worthwhile, consider volunteer work. You can mix busi

Pinellas Park
Parkside Mali

ness with pleasure to get favorable results. You are best not to

will evolve through your interaction with groups or fundraising
functions. You will find that social activities will be enjoyable
and will promote new connections. Be sure that you have all the
facts before you take action. Make a point of working on your

The selected applicant will be responsible for entering subscriber
account data Into computer bitting system. Applicants must be
able to type minimum of 40 wpm with 97% accuracy, as well as
correcting all discrepancies teen entering data into computer
billing system. Candidates must possess previous date entry or
PC experience. A
School diploma or equivalent is wired.

BRANCH CUSTOMER CARE
PROFESSIONAL

nag or criticize.

CANCER (June 22-July 22) Opportunities to meet new lovers

S are seeking Field Support Representatives to receive arid
process service calls to dispatch to flew staff, the qualtSed
candidates must possess a high school tfploma (or equivalent};
knowledge of radio procedures, CSG billing system and the
Pinellas County area; end a stable wnk history/attendance
record. Bad^round in clerical, customer service, radio operation
and/or kt technical field operations preferred.

BILLING COORDINATOR
Madeira Beach
14995 Gulf Blvd.
Suite C

Job Hotline:
727-7971818.
ext 8040.

fhe successful candidate will perform excellent on-stage fall
service customer care including; processing customer payments
on a direct contact basis in an extremely high volume office:
addressing customer concerns efficient and accurately;
appropriately resolving billing inquiries and complaints; and
troubleshooting repair and technical issues. Must be flexible, selfdisciplined and organized to stay abreast of company changes.

self.

LEO (July 23-Aug 22) Travel will turn out to be far more excit
ing than you imagined. Mingle with those who can further your
goals. You can make extra cash by moonlighting. Avoid extrava
gance or risky financial schemes.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 23) Your ability to be a self starter will
help get things done and motivate others. Get involved in physi
cal activities that will stimulate you. It's time you let your true
feelings out. You may find that your boss is not delighted with
your work lately.

LIBRA (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) Investments concerning your resi
dence will be profitable. Opportunities to make advancements

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

LEGAL NOTICE

tf you WMtt financiri secntity and are driven by asxess, its rime to consider becoming a

245 930 187

MEET
YOUR
MATCH

AHHAJCNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

CA$H 3

636

FMChieS
Broadcast
Engineer
Exp. in studio and
transmitter R&M.
For details log on
WMNF.org or
Call 813-238-8001,
Ext. 12. EOE.

MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
JOB SHOP EXPERIENCE A MUST
DEVELOP PROCESSES TO MANUFACTURE COMPLI
CATED PARTS
DEVELOP QUOTATIONS TO PRICE JOBS
BE PROFICIENT AT COMPLICATED BLUEPRINT INTER
PRETATIONS
APPLY TO: H & S SWANSONS’ TOOL COMPANY
9000 68TH STREET NORTH
PINELLAS PARK FL 33782
E.O.E. WE ARE A DRUG AND SMOKE FREE WORKPLACE

(FL License Required)

the first step toward your biggest dreams!

102 365 432

Ph: 727-328-9878^3
Fax: 727-328-9545VO

;

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

WEEK!

LOTTO

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life*Health«Dental«Vislon
Disability-Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

- Sri Chinmoy

PICK OF THE

19-25-27

BENNIE BRINSON ■
Insurance Agency 1

The Hospice

PRODUCTION SPECIALIST
Ihe successful carxJdate wiil be responsible fer writing, producing,
editing, set designing, lighting and equipment operations fer a
renowned Bright House Networks station, Basic knowledge of all
production equipment/operations is required. Must be proficient
with IBM compatible computers and possess understanding
Window, Word, and Excel. High school degree required, Bachelor's
in Broadcasbng/Corniriunicabons preferred.
• Career Growth Potential
• Benefits Package fer Full-Time
• Free Cables Internet
• Paid Vacations «4O1K
• Pension Plan • And More!

NCTWORXa

Sealed bids will be received by the
City of Tampa no later than 1:30 p.m.
on the indicated Bid Date(s) for the
following Project(s):
PROJECT: PW6746; Giddens Park
Improvements
BID DATE: July 27, 2004 ESTI
MATE: $180,000 DEPOSIT: $80
SCOPE: The project provides for
site demolition work, site work
improvements, new asphalt parking
lot, grading, concrete sidewalks, final
site work PRE-BID CONFER
ENCE: Tuesday, July 13, 2004,
2:00p.m.
CONTACT: James E.
Jackson, Jr., AIA, City Architect,
813/274-8721
PROJECT: PW5O53; Fort Brooke
Garage Office Renovation - Rebid
BID DATE: July 27, 2004 ESTI
MATE: $100,000 DEPOSIT: $80
SCOPE: The project provides for
minor partition demolition, new par
titions, new flooring, ceiling tiles,
mechanical, electrical modifications.
PRE-BID CONFERENCE: Tues
day, July 13, 2004, 2:30p.m. CON
TACT: James E. Jackson, Jr., ALA,
City Architect, 813/274-8721
PROJECT: PW6096; Tampa Police
Department Headquarters Roof
Improvements
BID DATE: July 27, 2004 ESTI
MATE: $350,000 DEPOSIT: $40
SCOPE: The project provides for
removal of reinforced concrete frame
and roofing, providing insulated light
weight concrete, wood blocking,
roofing membranes and accessories,
fabricated metal, roof system guarantee/warranty, etc. PRE-BID CON
FERENCE FOLLOWED BY SITE
VISIT: Tuesday, July 13, 2004,
3:00p.m. (Alt. site visit Thursday,
July
15,
2004,
9am,
TPD
Headquarters Lobby, Franklin at
Madison St.) CONTACT: Ed Rice,
AIA, 813/274-5677
PROJECT: PW6099; TPD Elevator
Improvements
BID DATE: July 27, 2004 ESTI
MATE: $300,000 DEPOSIT: $40
SCOPE: The project provides for |
replacement of elevator control sys- ,
tern with owner provided control sys- i
tern; upgrading of elevator cabs, ele-,
vator cabling. PRE-BID CONFER
ENCE FOLLOWED BY SITE
VISIT: Tuesday, July 13, 2004,
3:30p.m. (Alt. site visit Thursday,
July
15,
2004,
9am,
TPD
Headquarters Lobby, Franklin at
Madison St.) CONTACT: James E.
Jackson, Jr., AIA, City Architect,
813/274-8721
Bids will be opened in the 4th Floor
Conference Room, Tampa Municipal
Office Building, 306 E. Jackson
Street, Tampa, Florida 33602. PreBid Conference is held at the same
location. Plans and Specifications for
this work may be examined at the
Department of Public Works, 306 E.
Jackson Street, 4th Floor North,
Tampa, Florida 33602. Copies may
be obtained upon payment of the
refundable deposit indicated for each
set. Deposits are refunded if docu
ments are returned in good condition
within 15 days after bid opening.
Deposits should be in the form of
separate checks for each project.
Copies of Standard Contract Forms
and Provisions (a part of the Contract
Documents, but not reprinted in the
Specifications) are available upon
request. Mailing is available for an
additional charge of $10.00 per set.
Check should be made payable to the
City of Tampa. Subcontracting op
portunities may exist for City certi
fied Women/Minority Business
Enterprises (W/MBE’s). A copy of
the current W/MBE directory may be
obtained at www.Tampagov.net.
Phone (813) 274-8721 for assistance.
Documents for the above projects are
expected to be available July 7,2004.
Call to confirm.
Phone (813) 274-8721 for assistance.

CONDO FOR LEASE

PUBLIC NOTICE

ONE BEDROOM,
ONE BATH.
PATRIOT SQUARE.
GATED COMMUNITY.
$700/M0NTH.

Notice is hereby given that the City of St. Petersburg is con
sidering an amendment to the Consolidated Plan to transfer
$250,000 from the Coalition for a Safe and Drug Free St.
Petersburg project to construction of a retail outlet for the post
office at 16th Street and 18th Avenue South. The funds being
transferred from the Coalition project will be restored as part of
the FY 04/05 Consolidated Plan budget.
The City Council of the City of St. Petersburg will hold a pub
lic hearing to receive comments on the proposed amendment on
Thursday, August 5, 2004 beginning at or about 9:00 am, City
Council Chambers, 175 Fifth Street North, St. Petersburg.
Written comments on the proposed amendment may be submit
ted to Housing and Community Development Department, 440
Second Avenue North, or P.O. Box 2842, St. Petersburg, Florida
33731 by 4:00 pm on August 4, 2004. For additional informa
tion concerning this notice, please contact 893-4159.
Persons with disabilities requiring reasonable accommoda
tions under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, please
contact the City Clerk, 893-7202, or call our TDD number, 8925259, at least 24 hours prior to the proceedings.

HOUSE FOR LEASE
3 BEDROOMS,
2 BATHS,
2 CAR GARAGE,
SCREENED PATIO.
LAKEWOOD ESTATES.
$1400ZM0NTH.

(7X7) 4X4-9357
OWNER/AGENT

FURNITURE
BED: A brand new queen
double sided pillow top set
in plastic. Sacrifice $177.
Can deliver. 727-586-3555
SOFA
(lj
$492,
LOVESEAT $403, and
CHAIR $373. Set $1194.
Imported Leather matching
set, new in boxes. Must
SeU. Can deliver. 727-5846008.____________________
BED: Brand new full dou
ble sided luxury piUow top
set in plastic. Sacrifice
$146. Can deliver. 727585-9766
DINING ROOM 10 pc.
formal cherry table, 6
Chippendale chairs, lighted
hutch, buffet, new in boxes.
List $5k, Sacrifice $1450.
Can deliver. 727-584-6008.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project

BED: A Cherry Wood
Sleigh Bed w/orthopedic
mattress set. Brand new in
boxes. $339. Must seU. Can
DeUver 727-586-3555.

DRIVE
SAFELY!

727-893-5438

AD DEADLINE IS
4 P.M. MONDAY

The Weekly Challenger
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

SUBSCRIPTION:
$30 Annually by Mail
Name

Address

through good business sense are apparent. A second chance will

State

City

result in good work. Your mind is on moneymaking ventures.

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.

Zip Code

SCORPIO (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) Get involved in groups that are
creative in nature. Expect to have more people on your domestic
scene. Focus on your domestic scene. Get together with friends
or relatives. Don't overload your plate.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) If you take on too much, you
will find your self in martyrdom. You will find that you are able
to clear up a number of small but important details. You will find
that friends or relatives may not understand your needs. Dont
hold yourself back because you think you're too old.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22,-Jan. 20) Do not travel unless absolute
ly necessary. Be careful. Do your own thing without drawing
attention to it. You are best to do your research before taking on
such a venture. Do something constructive outside.

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

Phone

Is this a reneWal?

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19) Underhandedness regarding
legal matters or contracts must be counteracted. Don't let friends
or relatives make you feel guilty if you're not able to attend one

The Weekly Challenger

of their affairs. Courses dealing with psychology or health care
wiU be of interest. Your high energy will help you through this
rather hectic day.

PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) You may have difficulty trying to get
your mate to understand your position. Make sure that you have
all the pertinent information before any reprisals or making any
moves. Deception and doubts may surround your involvement
with friends and relatives. Opportunities to meet new lovers will
evolve through your interaction with groups or fundraising func
tions.

Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

(727) - 822-8996

CALL TODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Make checks payable to:
©fir Wrrklg (Elialletujpr
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WOMAN’S WORLD
Black Women Rushing to Buy
Houses-------------------------------------ATLANTA (AP) Single black women are
one of the fastest growing
groups of homebuyers in
metro Atlanta.'
Conventional
mort
gage loans to black women
increased by 114 percent
from 1997 to 2002 in the
metro area, a popular draw
for middle-class blacks,
according to a nationwide
survey by the National
Association of Realtors.
“I don't need a man to
survive. I wanted to prove
it to myself," said Tasha
Bailey, 32, who bought a
four-bedroom home in
south DeKalb County.
Unmarried
women
were nearly twice as likely
to buy homes as unmarried
men in 2003, according to
the survey. Mortgage
growth in the region was
highest among single black
men, but they bought fewer
homes than single black
women.

Women are becoming
more inclined to buy hous
es because of a combina
tion of low-interest mort
gage rates and growing
income independence, said
Nicolas Retsinas, director
of the Joint Center for
Housing Studies at Harvard
University.
Many single women
couldn't buy their own
homes 20 or 30 years ago
because lenders saw them
as credit risks.
“It was unheard of that
a single black woman
would buy property," said
Delois Baskin, who was
turned down for a loan
when she tired to buy her
first home in 1974. “You
weren't expected to be do
ing those kinds of things."
Since then, banking
technology has improved
to remove biases against
black women by using
automated underwriting
systems to provide objec

tive data. It grades loan
applications based on col
lateral, credit reputation
and debt capacity.
“Judgment calls are far
and few between," Retsinas
said. “Now, most lenders
are looking at the score,
payment history, have you
been paying your utility
bills, all those kinds of fac
tors."
Many women like
Thommi Odom, a 30-yearold information technology
manager, say they're not
waiting for a husband to
settle down. In metro Atlanta, single black women
outnumber single black
men by about 100,000.
“I guess being raised
by a single female who was
a homeowner at a very
young age, I never thought
to wait on someone else,"
said Odom, who is now
looking for her second
house.

USF Outstanding
Graduate-----------

Name of Thurmond’s Biracial
Daughter Added to Statehouse
Monument----------------------------------

Julia Licorish
TAMPA - This year’s
Outstanding Senior is com
munications major Julia
Licorish.
While maintaining a
3.58 GPA, Licorish has
served as USF Ambassador
and Student Organization
Advisory Board president,
among many other leader
ship positions.
She has also received

numerous awards, including the Provost's Academic
Award and USF's Black
Scholar award every year
since 2000.
Licorish has been on
the Dean's List every se
mester since 2000, and has
served the community
through such organizations
as
the
Tampa Bay
Academy of Hope.

Former President Bill Clinton Hails Janet
Langhart Cohen’s New Autobiography----WASHINGTON, DCJanet Langhart Cohen,
America's first AfricanAmerican First Lady of the
Pentagon, has released her
autobiographical look at
her life and the changes in
society during her career.
"From Rage to Reason: My
Life in Two Americas,"
chronicles Langhart Co
hen’s often turbulent rise
from the segregated proj
ects of Indianapolis to one
of the most visible posi
tions in the nation as the
African-American Demo
crat wife of the white
Republican former Secre
tary of Defense William
Cohen.
Former President Bill
Clinton, who recently
launched his own autobiog
raphy, says of Langhart Co
hen's memoir, Janet Lang
hart Cohen has written a
remarkable memoir about
her life's journey, which
began in the segregated
projects of Indianapolis.
Frank, thoughtful, and
exceedingly hopeful, Janet
has written not only her
story, but also a haunting
story about America as
well.
Langhart Cohen's life
has always seemed to defy
the naysayers. She survived
the crushing legacy of seg
regation to become a suc
cessful journalist; whose
heart hears the whispers of
her slave ancestors; an
American patriot who is
not afraid to tell the truth
about our country. Lang-

sonality in Chicago when
she did the weather on the
local CBS affiliate. She
was the first black woman
to have a syndicated talk
show, long before Oprah.
Best known for her honesty
and grace under fire, Janet
Langhart Cohen also talks
about:
• The thrill of meeting
her mentors and heroes,
including Martin Luther
King Jr., Nelson Mandela,
Rosa Parks, and Muham
mad Ali.
• Her encounter with
The Terminator, California
Governor Arnold Schwar
zenegger; and why F. Lee
Bailey came to her defense
• The Civil Rights
Movement from the 1960s
to the present day and her
struggle as a black woman
in America.
• Living through the

end of segregation as she
witnessed Boston's tumul
tuous and sometimes vio
lent response to court
ordered busing.
• Modeling in the
Ebony Fashion Fair and
making history as the first
Black Bride in the Marshall
Fields & Company fashion
show
• Her role as the First
Lady of the Pentagon and
how she worked to define
the job using her back
ground and talents.
"From Rage to Reason:
My Life in Two Americas"is a journey into the
soul of one woman and
stands as a powerful testi
mony to the country she
loves and serves. The book
is on sale on Amazon.com
and bookstores across the
country.

by Julie Halenar
COLUMBIA, S.C. The name of Strom Thur
mond's biracial daughter
was added last week to his
monument on the State
house grounds - further
public acknowledgment of
what had once been a
closely held secret.
It took two hours to
engrave “Essie Mae" under
the names of the late sena
tor's four children with his
second wife, Nancy.
“We are excited to no
end, and we are so grateful
that it moves one to tears of
joy and gratitude," said
Frank Wheaton, attorney
for Essie Mae Washington
Williams.
Williams was not
available for comment, he
said.
The General Assembly
passed legislation in May
to add Williams' name to
Thurmond's statue, which
was erected iri the late
l990s and shows the one
time segregationist around
age 60, at the peak of his
political career. .
Thurmond was 22
when Williams, now 78,
was bom to a 16-year-old
black maid working at his
family's Edgefield home.
Williams knew Thur
mond was her father for
decades but - not wanting
to harm his career - kept
silent until after his death
in June.
Thurmond met with
Williams throughout her
life, giving her money to
go to school and helping
her family when her hus
band died.
Williams' attorney also
announced this week that
she plans to apply for
membership in the United
Daughters of the Confed
eracy, a group open to
descendants of soldiers
who fought for the South in

Essie Mae Washington Williams

The monument to former Sen. Strom Thurmond
is photographed July 1, 2004, on the S.C.
Statehouse grounds in Columbia, S.C. The name
of Thurmond's biracial daughter, Essie Mae
Washington Williams, has been added to his mon
ument. It is listed on its own line, under the names
of the late senator's four other children. The
work, which is not completed, was started
Thursday. Williams knew Thurmond was her
father for decades but kept silent until after his
death out of respeetd for the former senator's
career.
AP Photo/Lou Krasky

the Civil War.
Williams and her fami
ly became eligible to join
the group when she went
public about her parentage,
Wheaton said. Thurmond
was a member of the Sons
of Confederate Veterans, a
similar group for men.
Williams also plans to
seek membership in the
National Society of Daugh
ters of the American Revo

lution and will accept a
“prominent role" with the
Black Patriots Foundation,
which honors blacks who
fought in the Revolution
ary War.
“Through my father's
line, I am fortunate to trace
my heritage back to the
birth of our nation and
beyond," Williams said in a
statement.

Janet Langhart Cohen is America’s first African
American First Lady of the Pentagon
hart-Cohen writes with
soul and rage, love and
pride, hope and clear-eyed
honesty about the remark
able life she has lived, the
hard lessons she has
learned, and the America
that has come of age with

her.
Langhart Cohen broke
down racial barriers and set
milestones every step of
the way in her career. In
1967, she broke the color
barrier by becoming the
first black television per-
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So let us

hasten along the road, the road of
human
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and

generosity.

Groping, We may find one another's
hands in the dark.

1
- Emily Green Balch
1946 Nobel Peace Laureate
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